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The Wenonah Warbler is published annually for campers,
POLARIS/WCIT participants, Outdoor Education Centre groups,
Women’s Weekend participants, alumni and friends of Camp Wenonah.

Jeff’s Jottings!

It’s been another great year for all of us
associated with Camp Wenonah and
we’re pleased to share with you some
wonderful moments from the 2011
season as well as a look ahead to what
is sure to be another year of magical
moments on the shores of Clear Lake
in 2012!
Co-Directors Mike Stewart and Renata
Bradshaw, Associate Director Caron
Brick, Executive Chef Brad Laidlaw,
Assistant Director Cam Rowlands,
Period Five Director Jason Monteith
and WEEnonah Directors Maia
Bradshaw and Will Stratton are all to
be congratulated for all their work
towards another terrific year for Camp
Wenonah, our popular Women’s
Weekend programs and The Camp
Wenonah Centre for Outdoor
Education.
Inside this edition of the Warbler (our

biggest ever!):
• A look ahead to some fantastic

new initiatives for the 2012 season.
• Find out who received Five Year and

Ten Year Camper Awards.

Contributors: Cathy Jackson, Alanna Sulz, Jamieson Skinner,
Janette Downie, Sam Perlmutter, Jeff Blair, Christy A. Smith,
Maia Bradshaw, members of the Friends of Wenonah alumni
group, Caron Brick, Mike Stewart, Jeff Bradshaw and
Renata Bradshaw.

• Hear some powerful reflections on

the Camp Wenonah experience
from alumni staff (FOW members).
• 2011 Schaefer Scholarships are
awarded to Janette Downie, Laura
Faulds, Miriam Heavenrich and
James Parry.
• 2011 Simon Wells First Year Staff
Leadership Awards are presented to
Erin Roach and Brendan Meagher.
• The Dawaa Dynasty Continues!
Hear about the results from another
thrilling Wenonah Games season.
• The 2012 Wenonah Foundation
Golf Classic honours Jason Monteith.
• We offer thanks to the many recent
Wenonah Foundation donors.
And, much, much more!

On behalf of the Wenonah
Management Team (Caron, Stewy,
Renata), our Associate Directors (Simon,
Jason, Liz, Barb) and our staff and the
entire Wenonah community, our very
best wishes for a happy and healthy
2012! See you at Camp!
Jeff Bradshaw
Founder / Owner / Senior Director
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JANETTE DOWNIE
- 2011 Schaefer Scholarship Recipient

T

SCHAEFER SCHOLARSHIPS

S

ince its inception, Camp Wenonah has been
nurtured by a large number of people who have
worked passionately towards providing the very best
in program, leadership, service and facility. Two
individuals who have contributed greatly to Wenonah
are Jeff’s parents, Patricia & Bruce Schaefer.
Over 50 years ago, Pat founded the Burlington
Dance Academy in Burlington, Ontario and until
her recent retirement, was the Director of one of the
most acclaimed schools of dance in Canada. Bruce
spent most of his career with Valley City
Manufacturing in Dundas, Ontario where he rose to
be Vice President of the company. Over the years, Pat
and Bruce have provided sage advice and counsel and
have demonstrated their commitment to Wenonah in
many practical and meaningful ways. In 1998, Pat
made available the space for Wenonah’s Main Office
on Commerce Court in Burlington and redesigned
the office for the use of the full-time administrative
staff. Bruce travelled to Camp for many years and
undertook the task of building new bunks throughout
Camp. Pat and Bruce’s ongoing devotion to Wenonah
has been inspirational.
To honour their significant contributions to Wenonah,
the Schaefer Scholarships were created. Over the
years, Scholarships have been awarded to Maia
Kurzawinski and Brendan Beamish (2003); Lorraine
Sugar, Will Stratton and Jon Woolley (2004); John
Hollingshead, Pam Sidey and Mike Stewart (2005);
Kaleigh Fendley, Matty McEvoy, Jenn McKye and
Jesse Sit (2007); Matt Burke, Andrew Cohrs, Marie
Eve L’Anglais and Craig Mitchell (2006); Lindsay
Babcock, Josh Bradshaw, Shannon Murray, and Sam
Wood (2008); Alex Campbell, Steve LeMesurier,
Andrea Mager, Cam Rowlands, and Chris
Williamson (2009); Anthony “Bootsie” Best, Greg
Brown, Emma Pickard and Dan Sadler (2010).
A $1,000 prize accompanies each Scholarship.
There is a plaque in the Main Lodge at Camp
honouring each Schaefer Scholarship recipient.
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he more one gets to know her, the
more one can learn to appreciate how
thoughtful, articulate and aware Janette is.
Janette grew up at Wenonah as a camper,
POLARIS and WCIT participant, and as
a staff member. On staff, Janette has
worked with the Resource Staff team, as a
Girls Camp Counsellor, POLARIS Director,
Girls Section Director, and WCIT Director.
She also spent this past Fall with our
Outdoor Centre staff team and was selected
to attend the Lady Somers Camp program in Australia in January 2011.
Janette understands exactly how her actions affect others, and she
uses this for good. She is able to communicate her thoughts in a very
clear and succinct way, allowing people around her to learn and
absorb what she has to say. Beyond all this, she has a keen ability to
read people, to know what motivates them, what will cheer them up
and how to encourage them to act in a different way.
Janette has time for whoever needs it. She is willing to befriend and
make time for anyone, regardless of who that person is. She is a consummate mentor, always ready to help someone achieve their goals,
always setting a positive example of the highest order. She understands how people look up to her and she uses this power to improve
all those around her. Janette has contributed for so long in so many
ways that it would be impossible to list her accomplishments without
also listing all the things that make Camp so special.
Janette is a graduate of Acadia University, where she studied English
and Psychology. We are thrilled that Janette has agreed to return to
Wenonah as one of our Assistant Directors for the 2012 season.

LAURA FAULDS
- 2011 Schaefer Scholarship Recipient

I

n everything she does at Camp,
Laura’s approach centres on supporting
others however she can, setting a high
standard for herself and others, and
having fun. Laura was a camper,
POLARIS, and WCIT participant before
joining the staff team. As a staff member,
she has worked with the Resource Staff
team, as a Girls Counsellor, Waterfront
Director, POLARIS Director, and Girls
Section Director. We have also benefitted
from her leadership during the Spring Outdoor Centre season.
Laura demonstrates a completely camper centric approach to life at
Camp. Her motivation comes from ensuring every camper under her
care is gleaning the most from Camp each and every day. She is
committed to spending her time with campers and not by chance, it’s
often with those campers who need her care and direction and insight
the most. She sees a need and she responds.
Perhaps Laura’s strongest quality is simply her ability to get things
done. She is very efficient. She is always able to set clear, attainable
goals. Through sheer will and determination, she makes these goals a
quick reality. She is committed to ensuring every program she is a part
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of reaches and maintains a high standard. Any task left in her capable
hands is completed to the very best of her ability. She has set
standards in the work that she has done that will be the benchmark
for those roles for years to come.
Laura is a graduate of McMaster University, and is currently
completing her Bachelor of Education at Queens University. We
are fortunate that we will again benefit from her many talents at
Camp in 2012 as Laura will return as a WCIT Director.

MIRIAM HEAVENRICH
- 2011 Schaefer Scholarship Recipient

M

iriam is the first person to
receive both of our major staff awards
at Camp Wenonah (she was presented
with the Simon Wells Award in 2008).
Miriam has a long history with us at
Camp, attending as a camper and
completing the POLARIS and WCIT
programs. As a staff member, Miriam
has worked as a Resource Staff, Girls
Camp Counsellor, Creative Director,
Assistant Introductory Period Director,
and Girls Section Director. Miriam has also been an integral
part of our Spring Outdoor Centre staff team.
Miriam is someone who always sets and maintains the highest
standard for what it means to truly and fully live our philosophy at
Wenonah. She is an inspiration to so many others. Seeing the
effort and energy she puts in to every task makes others work harder
and give so much more. She works tirelessly, rarely taking breaks
except when she knows she needs to. We consistently see her
working late into the night, after everyone else has retired for the
evening, making sure that all campers were feeling as good as they
could be and the next day’s program was planned in her usual
meticulous manner.
Miriam’s days at Camp are never defined by her needs. Rather, her
days at Camp are defined by the needs of our campers and our staff.
She sets the standard for unselfish
leadership. This can be seen in absolutely
every activity she participates in. Whether
it is putting the needs of a child ahead of
her own, whether it is sacrificing her own
glory or recognition for the greater good
of a group she is a part of, or even in
friendly competition she would rather
everyone succeed than be the victor.

JAMES PARRY
- 2011 Schaefer Scholarship Recipient

J

ames has a very keen and deep
understanding of people. He understands what motivates people, and he is
a great listener who also knows what to
say to make people feel valued and
appreciated. He has demonstrated
these skills continuously over his years
at Camp, beginning as a camper then
POLARIS and WCIT participant. With
the staff team, James has worked as an
Operations Staff member, Boys Camp
Counsellor, Sailing Director, Boys Section Director, and WCIT
Director. He also worked this past Spring as a Group Coordinator
with the Outdoor Centre staff team.
James is very honest and genuine. He treats everyone with whom
he interacts with the utmost respect. He also always focusses on
the camper first. James never hesitates to play a character or help
out in a program. His alter-ego, Lord Simcoe, is a favourite visitor
during August Camp each year. He is the first to volunteer his time
to allow a program to succeed. He never complains about the time
and effort required to put a plan into action. He is motivated by
those around him and a desire to please them.
People are in a good mood around James. He can bring up a
group’s morale in seconds – his positivity is contagious. Others feel
valued and respected in his company. He is, simply put, an
incredibly decent man. A conversation with James is something
that will always leave one feeling better than before they had it.
James is extremely interested in learning about those around him.
He dedicates himself to knowing what other people’s interests and
dreams are, and he is able to recall these things and in turn make
people feel valued. He makes people happy by engaging them in
ways that they appreciate.
James is in his fourth year at the University of Western Ontario,
where he is studying History. He is an active member of the Friends
of Wenonah alumni group.

Miriam is completing her fourth year at
Queens University, where she is majoring
in Psychology. We are pleased that
Miriam will return to Wenonah in 2012
as a WCIT Director.
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SIMON WELLS
FIRST YEAR STAFF
LEADERSHIP
AWARD

Brendan is a graduate of Appleby College in Oakville. He is
currently in his first year at Queen’s University, where he is
enrolled in the Faculty of Commerce. Brendan will return to
Wenonah in 2012 as a Junior Counsellor.

Simon Wells, over the past 15
seasons, has contributed
immeasurably to life at
Wenonah. While a fulltime staff
member, he influenced a great
many others through his example of dedicated
service and commitment. Simon has also played
the central role in evolving our Outdoor Education
Centre to a point where we now welcome thousands
of schoolchildren each year during Spring and Fall.
And, Simon has been responsible for the ongoing
development and maintenance of our site and
facilities and has overseen significant expansion
and enhancement over the years. Everywhere we
look around Camp, we can see examples of
Simon’s vision and talents.

Every person at Camp benefits from Erin’s kindness and positivity.
There isn’t a day that goes by at Camp where Erin doesn’t reach
out to help someone in a big or small way. Always quick with a
smile and an encouraging word, Erin made a difference in the
lives of many at Camp this Summer.

The Simon Wells First Year Staff Leadership Award
is presented annually to a male and a female first
year staff member and acknowledges the
significant contributions that Simon has made.
Each recipient receives a personal plaque plus a
cash award of $500. As well, there is now a
permanent plaque in the Lodge highlighting the
award recipients.

ERIN ROACH

Erin was a five year camper at Wenonah, and she also participated
in the POLARIS and WCIT leadership programs. Erin and her sister
Carey attended Camp together for several Summers. Erin joined
the Wenonah staff team this past Summer as a Tripper.
Leading campers on canoe trips requires a great deal of
responsibility and good judgment. Safety must factor into every
decision a staff member makes while out on trip. Erin
approached all situations on trip with wisdom and thoughtfulness.
Her commitment to looking after campers was exceptional.
Beyond that, however, she also shared with her campers a sense
of fun. She made great connections with campers on trip, and
was instrumental in creating many memorable moments. More
than anything, however, campers will remember Erin for the
support and encouragement she so consistently showed them.
Erin is a graduate of White Oaks Secondary School in Oakville.
She is currently pursuing her Bachelor of Physical & Health
Education at Queen’s University. We are excited that Erin will return
to Camp in 2012 as a Junior Counsellor and Office Coordinator.

BRENDAN MEAGHER
Brendan stood out in his first year as a staff member
for his compassion, diligence, and sense of fun. He
is a natural leader, and campers are easily drawn to
him. They look to him as a mentor during their
more challenging moments, and share with him
their many successes while at Camp. Quite simply,
campers adore Brendan.
Brendan and his family have a long history at
Wenonah. For many years, he attended Camp with
his sister Christy (who celebrated her fifth year on
staff this past season). Brendan was a long time
camper, and also completed the POLARIS and
WCIT leadership development programs. This past
Summer, he joined our Resource Staff team.
Brendan has always loved Camp, and his passion
for the outdoors and for working with children
shone through every day during the Summer. He
went the extra mile to create special moments for
campers, and made sure to encourage campers to
support each other and work together. Brendan is
a very hard worker, and focuses on achieving the
best outcome in any situation. His fellow staff
members have great respect for Brendan.

Simon Wells Leadership Award Recipients
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WENONAH GAMES 2011 RECAP

R

ed was yet again (!) the colour of victory during
another memorable Wenonah Games season. Led by
convincing wins in many flagship events (including the
Decathlon and a majority of tennis tournaments), Dawaa
is on an unprecedented run with five victories in the past
five monthly Wenonah Games dating back to August 2009!
Final 2011 Challenge Cup standings:

Dawaa 6,545
Aki
6,215
Zibbins 5,945

July Camp Camper House Captains:
Emma Coverdale & Graham Steele (Aki)
Sara Wollschlaeger & Daniel Burrow (Dawaa)
Lily Devins & Alex Keillor (Zibbins)
August Camp Camper House Captains:
Emily Brewer & Rodolphe Bauduret
(Aki)
Maddie Warner & Ben Waite
(Dawaa)
Abbey Jagodkin & Dawson Geldart
(Zibbins)

Dawaa:
Allison Bennett & Steve “Moe” LeMesurier (Staff Captains)
Brittany Shelley & Rory Poole (Assistants)
Zibbins:
Shannon Senyk & Kevin Smith (Staff Captains)
Janette Downie & Ryan Gardner (Assistants)

Once again, House Captains led the way for each of the
Wenonah Games teams.
The Captains line-up:

Staff (Full Season):
Aki:
Laura Faulds & Paul Sirek (Staff Captains)
Miriam Heavenrich & Sam Perlmutter (Assistants)

Trophies were presented for the Female and Male Decathlon
Champions as well as the First Place Canoe in the Mickle
Island Camper/Staff Canoe Race.
2011 results:
Female Decathlon:
Hannah Rauseo (July) / Maddie Warner (August)
Male Decathlon:
Jake Stirling (July) / Ben Waite & Mike Tillmann (August)
Congratulations to Dawaa for first place in EACH Decathlon
and to Hannah, Jake and Mike for repeating their first place
finishes from 2010!
Mickle Island Camper/Staff Canoe Race (July)
Tyler Raymond, Spencer Jones & Kevin Smith (Zibbins)
Mickle Island Camper/Staff Canoe Race (August)
Madison Coville, Thomas McHugh & Brendan Meagher
(Zibbins)

Dawaa Team Captains with the Challenge Cup
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THE CAMP WENONAH CENTRE
FOR OUTDOOR EDUCATION

T

he Camp Wenonah Centre for Outdoor Education
welcomes schools and groups from a number of cities and
regions across Ontario. Many school groups return to Wenonah
annually, as their visit becomes an important tradition within
the school year.
Wenonah offers programs that challenge and stimulate
participants of every age and experience through a traditional
Outdoor Education Centre model. The Wenonah programs
all place a value on community, interdependence, personal
development, and an appreciation and respect for the natural
world.
Each year, we are humbled to receive many thoughtful comments
from the groups that join us at Wenonah. Just a sample:

“The whole Wenonah experience is fabulous. The staff makes
connections, and the programming meets the needs of the
students and it challenges them. They never have a moment
without a smile on their face!”
“If you want to encourage your students to come together as a
group to try new activities, and learn new skills and games,
come to Wenonah. The staff are friendly, professional, and
genuinely interested in making this a great trip for the kids.
Thank you!”
“Our experience at Wenonah far exceeded our expectations!
The facilities are amazing and the counsellors made the
whole experience one that the students will never forget. We
will be back!”
“The students had an amazing time at Camp. Many of them
did not want to leave at the end of our stay. Thanks for all the
fun and memories!”
“Wenonah offers schools the opportunity to expose children
to a true outdoor Camp experience. The staff are well trained,
enthusiastic, knowledgeable, and fun! The days are packed
with outdoor activities that will make for fond memories for
years to come!”

SEVEN YEARS

Queen Elizabeth Public School (Leamington)

FIVE YEARS

Hillfield Strathallan College (Hamilton)

FOUR YEARS

Dr. S.J. Phillips Public School (Oshawa)
Kempenfelt Bay School (Barrie)

THREE YEARS

Discover Paddling (Kanata)
Eastdale Collegiate Institute (Oshawa)
École Elementaire Antonine Maillet (Oshawa)
Guthrie Public School (Oro Station)
Lakehead University – Orillia Campus (Orillia)
Terry Fox Elementary School (Barrie)
Tottenham Public School (Tottenham)

TWO YEARS

Our sincere thanks to those groups that joined us at Wenonah
this past season:

Crescent School (Toronto)
Muskoka Falls Public School (Bracebridge)
Seaway District High School (Iroquois)
West Hill Collegiate Institute (Toronto)

FIFTEEN YEARS

ONE YEAR

Aldergrove Public School (Unionville)

TEN YEARS

Killarney Beach Public School (Lefroy)
Randall Public School (Markham)

NINE YEARS

M.T. Davidson Public School (Callander)

EIGHT YEARS

Silver Birches Public School (North Bay)
St. Nicholas School (Barrie)
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A.V. Graham Public School (Tecumseh)
Bracebridge Montessori School (Bracebridge)
Captain Michael Vandenbos Public School (Whitby)
Children’s Montessori School (Peterborough)
Emily Carr Public School (Oakville)
Hagersville Elementary School (Hagersville)
James Strath Public School (Peterborough)
King City Public School (King City)
Norway Public School (Toronto)
Ritson Public School (Oshawa)
St. Mark Catholic School (Beamsville)
Stratford Middle Years School (Stratford)
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C

athy and Ed Jackson are both educators with the York
Region District School Board and great supporters of The
Camp Wenonah Centre for Outdoor Education.
Cathy is presently a teacher at Aldergrove Public School.
Aldergrove has been attending Wenonah for outdoor
education experiences for fifteen years running!
Below is Cathy’s reflection on Wenonah:

Our connection to Wenonah goes back to the 1990’s when
I taught with Renata for the Halton District School Board.
My husband Ed, a teacher with the York Region District
School Board, started taking his students to Wenonah, and
we haven’t looked back since.
Ever since Ed started the Wenonah tradition at Aldergrove
Public School all those years ago, many staff members have
enjoyed the opportunity to experience Camp with the kids
over the years. Now I’m the one who works at Aldergrove,
and I have had the privilege of going to Wenonah six times,
with every year being just as special as the last.

Every year during our graduation ceremony, it is guaranteed
that the valedictorian will highlight Camp Wenonah as
being the best trip that their class experienced together.
They reminisce about their fun times around the campfires
and in their cabins, the camaraderie that developed, their
adventures and accomplishments, as well as the beautiful
scenery. Former graduates who drop by to visit us still enjoy
recalling their adventures at Camp.
Thank you Wenonah, for helping our students create such
wonderful memories with each other. We look forward to
making many more with you in the years to come!
Sincerely,
Cathy Jackson

Why do we continue to come back year after year? I could
say that it’s because it’s a perfect setting for us to connect
with the students: supporting each other as we share new
experiences and take risks, and even acting silly with each
other…
But for me, it’s more about seeing all of this excitement
through the eyes of the students. The majority of the students
who go to Camp with us have never spent time outside of
the city. So you can imagine the thrill of witnessing their
exhilaration as they ring the bell at the top of the climbing
wall while their friends cheer from below, or the awe as
they see a night sky filled with stars for the very first time.
The incredibly positive and enthusiastic camp counsellors
who have worked with us have enhanced all of these
experiences.
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5 YEAR CAMPERS

10 YEAR CAMPERS

nce again at presentations over the summer,
a personalized, engraved miniature paddle was given
to each camper who celebrated their fifth year at
Wenonah. We were pleased to honour the following
campers with their 5 Year Camper Award this past
year!

e were thrilled to celebrate the campers participating
in their tenth year at Wenonah! Each camper below was
presented with an original piece of stained glass, hand-made
by Ted Tiemessen of Think Muskoka to commemorate their
milestone season at Camp.

O

Elysia Bramson
Tristan Brown-Mckenzie
Robyn Cavanagh
Lauren Church
Mackenzie Clements
Ryan Cogill
Emma Coverdale
Julia Crawford
Sophia Davidson
Jack Devins
Riley Donovan
Nicolas Drees
Meagan FitzGerald
Brendan FitzGerald
Sean Galway
Faith Gifford
Devante Goulbourne
Kian Harrison
Jennifer Italiano
Dagmar Ivanenko
Taylor Jackson
Logan Jackson
Megan Kamps
Amy Keegan
Taylor Kingdon
Meredith Kuffour
Connor Kurtz
Justin Laidlaw
Carey LeMesurier
Brandon Lopez-Rawson

Graham Lougheed
Geoff Low
Lindsey MacDonald
Natalie McCarthy
Sarah McCarthy
Sophie McCarthy
Clare McClung
Blake Mueller
Evelyn Murray
Clare Murray
Owen Mustos
Maggie Nenniger
Christopher Osinchuk
Alex Pain
Spencer Rawlins
Julian Rawlins
Julia Rawlinson
Samantha Roper
Jillian Senyk
Lauren Shaen
Rachel Shaen
Cameron Shorer
Jacob Smith
Cole Spencer
Erin Stevenson
Erica Stone
Amanda Stone
Lauren Sudeyko
Jacob Thompson
Cacha Varga
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W

Hannah Best
Sydney Bradshaw
Daniel Burrow
Olivia Flavelle
Dawson Geldart
Laura Heyland
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Sarah Low
Rebecca Malcomson
Jack McCrimmon
Nathan Rhoden
Maddie Warner
Erica Zucker

THE 2012 season: a look ahead!

E

ach year in the Fall, once Camp has closed for the
season, we turn our attention to many recommendations
from Camp families and staff members. These
recommendations become our working initiatives for the
next season. 2012 promises to be another year of terrific
growth at Wenonah!
Here are just some of the projects/initiatives that we are
working on:
F The Summer Camp two week and one month program
schedules are being revised. We are changing
mealtimes to allow us more time in the PIC areas. PICs
will be longer (75 minutes each) and there will be three
PIC periods during PIC days for the entire Camp
(although we are still looking at Girls only and Boys
only PICs in many cases). PIC sign-ups will now take
place AT Camp on the first day (advance sign-ups will
be available for swim lessons, whitewater kayaking and
paddlemaking).
F Digital Photography will be introduced as a new PIC.
In partnership with The Roberta Bondar Foundation, we
are pleased to be offering an exciting new PIC area in
2012.
F A Fitness Trail will be established. A series of fitness
initiatives are being added to the Jen and Jer Trail around
the perimeter of the Upper Deck.
F We will continue our ongoing major equipment
inventory replacement and expansion program.
Additional PICO sailboats and Swift canoes are being
purchased for the 2012 season as well as new canvas
tabins and a new Pottery kiln.
F A new Walk-in Freezer has been added to the Lodge.
Built during Fall 2011, the freezer will allow more
flexibility with the Camp menu and increase efficiency
in Food Service.

F A Media Area Head has been hired. Our Media Area
Head will be coordinating social media at Camp
(Facebook and Twitter) as well as regular updates to the
Wenonah website.
F A large Landscaping Project is underway. Five years
after our first successful landscaping initiative, our
second phase includes work on the Round-A-Bout, the
Main Lodge, the tennis courts and the Girls Section
Campfire/Climbing Wall area. Horseshoes will be
moved to an area near the Upper Deck as part of this
process.
F A 9 Hole Mini Golf Course is being introduced. Work
will begin during the 2012 season on a nine hole mini
golf course (located behind Driftwood).
F A number of Site and Facility recommendations are
being realized. These include Dyson hand dryers in the
Girls and Boys washrooms, additional motion sensor
lights in strategic areas around Camp, reshingling of the
Lodge roof, external masonry work on the Main Lodge
and an expansion of the Girls Section Campfire seating.
Work will begin on these projects in Spring 2012 and
continue in the Fall.
F Five Assistant Directors have been hired for the 2012
season to coordinate large areas in Camp. All are longtime staff members (with a combined 34 years of
Wenonah staff experience). The Assistant Directors for
2012 are Andrew Cohrs (Program), Janette Downie
(Counselling and Wellness), Steve LeMesurier (Leadership),
Emma Pickard (Introductory Programs) and Chris
Williamson (Administration and Property).
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WENONAH ABROAD:
Lord and Lady Somers
JANUARY 2011
Darwin

priorities. At the end of the week,
we knew we had changed our
lives, and that Somers was now a
part of who we were.

Cairns

Northern Territory

Queensland
Alice Springs

Western Australia

Ayers Rock

Brisbane

South Australia

Perth

Port Augusta

New South Wales
Adelaide

Sydney

In January
2011, a group of Wenonah
leadership members and staff (chosen
after a rigorous selection process)
travelled to Australia for a unique Wenonah
Abroad experience including a week at Lord or
Lady Somers Camps (Australia’s acclaimed
leadership development program for young
people).
Albany

Canberra

Victoria

Melbourne

Tasmania
Hobart

Renata and Jeff accompanied the group and
were joined on the ground in Australia by
FOW members Christine Wallace, Joseph
Taylor, Andrew Sankey and Derrick Dew who
all proved to be consummate hosts. It was a
magical three weeks, filled with unforgettable
moments. We asked our two leadership
participants, Alanna Sulz and Jamieson Skinner
and our staff members, Janette Downie and
Sam Perlmutter, to reflect on their experiences
in Australia.
Sam, Jamieson and Jeff with the Slushie King
and Duke at Lord Somers Camp.

ALANNA SULZ

“Those who hear not the music think the
dancers are mad.”
At the end of Somers Camp, each team had to
make a poster describing what Camp meant to
us. My team’s poster had this quote on it. We
realized that if you had not experienced Somers
Camp, then it would be hard to explain how
one week at Somers had the ability to change
our lives. There is something about Somers
Camp that changes your thoughts, feelings, and
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We were not given a schedule during
our time at Somers. We never
knew what was going to happen.
Some of the girls had talked to
participants from previous years,
but they refused to elaborate on their
experiences. I soon discovered that
participants are not allowed to talk
about Camp to those who have not
attended. The one rumour I learned
on the bus to Somers was that we
would be woken up numerous
times every night to perform physical
challenges. That is all I knew. In
case you attend, that is all you can
know.
Lululemon advertises to “Do one
thing a day that scares you.” In my
view, that is my interpretation of
the philosophy of Somers. We did
about 50 things that scared us every
day for a week and it was a world
of inspiration. We completed Camp
challenges that we thought were
impossible, and were lucky enough
to do it with the support of our 20
member team, the 80 other campers,
and the 150 staff members.
If I were to add up the most joyful,
most terrifying, most challenging,
most rewarding, and most
inspirational moments of my life, it
would barely measure up to even a
day at Somers. Imagine doing this,
while still at peace. I was not sure
what would happen when I
stepped onto the bus to Somers
Camp, and after a year, I am still
piecing together what did happen.
After spending time with the girls
from Camp for a week, we knew
each other better than people who
had been in our lives for years.
Camp was our liberation. We had
finally begun to live.
When I returned from Australia,
people often asked me, “What
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exactly did you do at Camp?” An
explanation of that is an impossible
feat. What is more important is
what I took away from Camp. I
have made so many changes in my
life over the past year since Somers.
I think about Somers Camp every
day and am immensely grateful for
the opportunity to participate in the
camping world in Australia.
JAMIESON SKINNER
When I found out that I was chosen
to represent Camp Wenonah at the
prestigious Lord Somers Camp in
Australia, I was ecstatic. People
dream about being able to visit
places like this, and for me, it was
now becoming a reality. I was
overwhelmed.
The trip itself was a long twenty
hours of being on planes but the
destination was absolutely worth it.
When we arrived at our final
destination, Melbourne Australia,
despite my imagining what it may
be like, nothing prepared me for
how beautiful this country was and
the people were incredibly friendly.
The main purpose of our trip was
to visit Lord Somers Camp but I had
a week to explore Australia before
going to the Camp. I certainly
took advantage of the time and
opportunity and enjoyed
Melbourne by taking my first ever
hot air balloon ride. What a place
to do this! The views of the
countryside were stunning. I also
was impressed with Penguin Island
and even managed to reach out
and touch a penguin. He squealed
and promptly waddled off. During
this “free” week, we also were
treated to a day at a world famous
cricket match at the Melbourne
Cricket Grounds and a day at the
Australian Open.
Although I never experienced any
homesickness, I do have to say that
the warm welcome I experienced

from Jeff’s friends who kindly put
me up at their home, made me feel
very comfortable. Everywhere we
went, everyone loved to hear why we
were in Australia and Canadians do
seem to be similar to Australians in
their demeanor and outgoing attitude.
Lord Somers Camp, was an
impressive compound which had
an equally impressive list of head
counsellors and participants from all
over the world. I was overwhelmed
to be counted as part of this special
team. Lord Somers candidates are
brought together annually to build
leadership and teamwork skills.
After a week of the most physically
and mentally challenging
experiences I have ever had, I was
left with fantastic memories, a sense
of accomplishment and preparedness
that I had never had prior to the
Somers experience. I am a member
for life of the Lord Somers team and
I have friends from Australia and all
over the world that, thanks to social
media, I am able to keep in touch
with and definitely plan on going
back to this beautiful part of the
world.
None of these experiences would
have happened if I had not attended
Camp Wenonah. This is where I
had my first Camp experiences and
where I learned that teamwork,
leadership and survival skills, would
serve me well for life. The core
skills that I learned at Wenonah,
prepared me for Lord Somers. I am
and will be, forever grateful to
Wenonah for what they have done
for me in many ways, not just the
fantastic opportunity of attending
the Lord Somers Camp.
JANETTE DOWNIE
The Wenonah Abroad experience
was extremely special in so many
ways. In my life I would have never
imagined travelling to Australia with
some of my closest and dearest
friends to attend Lady Somers Camp,
and yet Camp took me there, and I
couldn't be more grateful.

Spectacular views along the Great Ocean Road.

It was incredible to see what one
week of Camp can mean to so
many people, and the sincere hard
work put on by everyone involved.
The groups of seventeen year old girls
are challenged mentally, physically
and emotionally as individuals and
as teams, and by the end of the
week their lives are permanently
changed. The most awe-inspiring
moment of this whole experience
came to me on the last day of
Camp during what was called a
'power circle'. The girls had a
chance to reflect on the week and
what I saw were the same emotions
I see (and feel) after a whole summer
at Wenonah. This made me realize
how powerful Camp truly is - no
matter where in the world, it brings
people together and joins them
forever in a unique bond that
cannot be replaced by any other.
The participants taught me about
what it means to work hard and
push yourself to new heights, and
the staff taught me about giving
whole heartedly and selflessly. I
learned so much from the whole
experience that my life, too, was
changed for good.

Renata, Alanna and Janette
at Lady Somers Camp

The Lady Somers Camp was so
unique and it was fascinating to see
the inner workings of a camping
organization other than Wenonah.
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Our Global
Community
at Wenonah

SAM PERLMUTTER
This past January I was lucky enough
to participate in the Wenonah Abroad
experience and work at Lord Somers
Camp in Melbourne, Australia.

A

Simply put, the trip was an amazing
experience and one I will never
forget. From the moment we walked
off the plane in Australia we were
greeted with incredible warmth,
kindness, and hospitality from
everyone we crossed paths with.
We were fortunate enough to spend
a significant amount of time in
Melbourne and the surrounding area,
and immerse ourselves in Australian
culture. Melbourne was a sort of
Toronto-Vancouver hybrid; a diverse
bustling metropolis, filled with
friendly people, fantastic attractions,
and a great location on both the
Yarra River and Pacific Ocean.
Coming from Toronto, a city where
sports dominate, I found myself right
at home in Melbourne. However
instead of hockey, baseball, basketball
and football filling the news, we had
a chance to learn about and enjoy
cricket, Australian Open tennis, and
Aussie rules football (equally as
physical, fast-paced, and entertaining
as hockey).
Having both attended and worked at
a number of Summer Camps over
the past 15 years, I felt like I had a
pretty good idea of what Camp was
about, and subsequently what my
experience working at Lord Somers
Camp would be. It turned out the
Lord Somers Camp was unlike
anything I had ever experienced
before.
I very quickly learned and saw what
a huge impact Lord Somers Camp
has on both the hundred 17-year old
“groupers” (campers) and staff. Much
like at Wenonah, everything at
Somers was done with a purpose;
every activity was structured,
every event planned out to each
meticulous detail, right down to the
meal time stunts and characters.
The result of all this hard work and
planning was an absolutely incredible
experience for everyone involved. If

t Wenonah we continue to
enjoy friendships with campers and
staff from all around the world.
In 2011 we were thrilled to welcome
friends from the following countries:

at the beginning of the week someone
would have told me that in seven
days there would be a strong sense
of community; strong bonds
between groupers and staff alike;
and a sincere attachment to the
community and appreciation of the
experience - I would likely have
been somewhat skeptical. Seven
days later, I was in awe at the ability
of Lord Somers to foster these exact
things.
The Lord Somers experience, I can
say with confidence, is unique, and
unlikely to be found anywhere else
in the world. At Somers there was a
daily newspaper, daily videos (think
of your 6 o’clock evening news),
multiple staff members who spent
their entire day taking pictures,
physically grueling and challenging
games for the groupers, and a large
amount of ‘stunts’ and humour
incorporated into every day’s events.
At the very beginning of Big Camp,
as it is known, the Camp Leader said
there were two main goals of the
experience: develop a commitment
to one another, and service to others.
Without a doubt after my experience
at Somers I, along with a hundred
17-year olds, have an appreciation
for the value of both, and they are
both indelibly ingrained in who I am.
Overall I do not think I could have
asked for a better experience; the
opportunities I had, the learning I
gained, and the people I was lucky
enough to meet and learn from have
all shaped me for the better.
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Anguilla
Australia
Belgium
Canada
(British Columbia, Ontario, Alberta
Quebec)
France
Germany
Italy
South Korea
Martinique
Mexico
Singapore
Spain
Taiwan
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States
Connecticut, Florida, Georgia,
New York
Venezuela

HONG KONG
Camping: Gateway to Quality Life (The 9th International Camping Congress, Hong Kong)
By Jeff Blair

I

n early November 2011, Celia
Saunders, Natalie Fox, Chris "Gary"
Williamson and I had the opportunity
to join Jeff and attend the 9th
International Camping Congress in Hong
Kong. The Congress, held every 3-4
years is organized by the International
Camping Fellowship (ICF), an organization
made up of hundreds of camping leaders
from close to 40 countries from around
the world. Jeff has been a member of the
Board of the ICF since 1997.
This year’s congress in Hong Kong was
hosted by the Camping Association of
Hong Kong, China and was attended by
over 300 delegates representing 20
countries and over 100 camps, camping
associations, academic institutions and
other organizations. Our Canadian
delegation included the five of us and
Friends of Wenonah alumni and former
staff member Dr. Troy Glover from the
University of Waterloo. In addition to
the strong Wenonah representation in
the Canadian delegation, another FOW
alumni and former Wenonah staff
member, Jan Vieth, attended while
representing his Camp, Camp
Adventure, located in Germany.

involved in the study of Camp and
outdoor education had the opportunity
to present empirical evidence about
the benefits of organized camping.
Over the past five years, Wenonah,
along with other camps across
Canada, had the opportunity to take
part in the Canadian Summer Camp
Research Project, a study conducted
by Dr. Troy Glover. The preliminary
findings, shared at this year’s congress,
indicate that organized camping
indeed provides a significant
advantage to children in areas of
personal development and emotional
intelligence. Similar studies in the
United States, Australia and Colombia
all indicate similar findings that in
addition to the anecdotal evidence,
there is an intrinsic and quantifiable
benefit that can be recorded and
analyzed, to children around the
world that participate in organized
outdoor education and Camp
activities.
Beyond research forums, Nat, Celia,
Gary and I also had the opportunity
to attend several workshops from
notable presenters in the outdoor

education industry including Jim
Cain, author of “Teamwork and
Teamplay.” Two of the congress's
afternoons were spent touring
children's camps in Hong Kong,
which were opportunities for us to see
how camps operate in other countries.
Upon our arrival, we immediately
noticed several differences between
camps in a North American context
and camps in Hong Kong, the most
pronounced being things like air
conditioning, electricity, vending
machines, and the forests of tall
buildings. What remains interesting is
that although camps in Hong Kong are
conducted in a more urban setting,
the ultimate goal of these camps is
remarkably similar to camps in a
North American context and that is to
provide children with shared learning
opportunities in strong group
communities within the natural world.
Looking ahead, planning has already
begun for the next International
Camping Congress in Antalya, Turkey,
set for October 2014. The theme for
the 2014 congress is Let's Camp for
Peace.

The theme of this year’s congress was
Camping: Gateway to Quality Life and
featured several presentations and
speakers addressing the importance of
organized camping and outdoor education
around the world. The congress's opening
keynote speaker, Professor Frank Fu of
the Hong Kong Baptist University, drew
special attention to the importance of
"Other Learning Experiences" that
children should experience for a better
lifestyle, such as purposeful leisure,
self-discovery, lifestyle activities, team
building, group development and nature
awareness, which are all experiences
that Camp provides.
This message of camping as a way to
improve quality of life was further
reinforced in the many research forums
of the congress. Research forums were a
place where researchers and academics
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Relax and PLAY at Wenonah’s
Women’s Weekends
By Christy A. Smith

Christy is a professional artist and program facilitator for
Women’s Weekends. She first attended Camp at a Spring
Women’s Weekend in 2010.

S

everal years ago, at an art course in Algonquin Park, I
met Renata Bradshaw. I was immediately drawn to her warm
friendly smile and her positive attitude about life. Shortly
after our initial contact, I found out that she and Jeff owned
and operated a co-ed children's camp, Camp Wenonah.
Upon further inquiries, I learned the Camp offered numerous
programs, besides the summer activities for children.
One program, the Women's Weekends, in particular
interested me, as I am a woman, an artist, and an art
instructor. I paint outside, “en plein air” similar to Tom
Thomson and Emily Carr. Renata first offered me an
opportunity to facilitate and teach watercolour painting at
a women's weekend in the spring of 2010. I accepted with
enthusiasm!
I don't think I will ever forget my drive to Bracebridge, from
Sudbury that Spring. Camp Wenonah is located in a remote
area of Muskoka, off Hwy 118, a rural area, that is isolated,
pristine, and absolutely beautiful. When I approached the
Camp, my initial feeling was that I had reached Heaven.
The Camp facilities were superb. Tucked into big white
pines and maple trees, on a gorgeous lake and very quiet.
Just what all women are looking for!
I was immediately greeted by that same smiling face I'd met
years earlier, Renata gives the best hugs ever! I was escorted
to my sleeping area for the weekend, which was a rustic
lodge building, new, clean and private.

The Wenonah staff assisted me with everything I needed. I
was given a special classroom and an outside amphitheatre
area to teach painting to the women attending the weekend.
I set up a display of my own art work in the dining lodge
and began to meet the women participants. That's when the
real fun began.
There were well over 100 women from all over the province.
Some women with friends, some with family, some attending
alone, like me for the first time and others that had been
attending Camp Wenonah's Women's Weekends for years.
The common thread was that we were all there to relax,
learn and have fun.
Within no time, there was a strong sense of family. The
atmosphere was full of positive feelings and equally a
wonderful sense of camaraderie amongst the women.
That evening, I gave a brief description about being an artist
and what the painting workshops would be like.
The next morning, the sun was shining, it was a warm Spring
day and the birds were singing everywhere. I taught my first
class, in the classroom. We painted wooden handmade
light switch covers. All the women attending were very
enthusiastic and wonderfully surprised at all the hidden
talents they had and how relaxing and fun it was to paint,
to play and be creative.
That afternoon, I gave a class in painting on location, outside.
The painting workshop attendance was full, with extras on
the sidelines. We sat in the peaceful silence together, with
the spring breeze and sun on our skin, facing Clear Lake.
What a spectacular view!!
What a great day it was!
We learned how to 'see'
rather than 'looking',
while observing the
splendour of the nature
that surrounded us, as we
all painted outside. To my
delight, when the workshop
was scheduled to end, the
women stayed and
continued to paint, until
dinner time.
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Each of the women had begun to find their own creative spirit
and were actively expressing themselves through paint. The
majority of women had never painted before. We finally
stopped for supper, and like little children, we giggled and
chatted oh so positively about our experiences together
painting.
That evening, the air was again full of positive confidence,
much more than any of us had bargained for. We were
delighted by each other’s achievements and accomplishments
that day. We all went home with a small painting and had
re-learned to play, that spring day at Camp Wenonah.
The next day I had to drive home to Sudbury. I waited until
the afternoon so I could soak up the spring sounds, smells
and sights of Camp. As I drove away, I remember looking
several times into my review mirror. I saw women hugging
and sharing fond goodbyes amongst themselves and others
they too had met that weekend. As I left Camp Wenonah's
property, I clearly remember that feeling of having my sails
filled with wind that weekend, simply from the pure joy of
being around other women and relaxing together. The Camp’s
services, meals, accommodations and other workshops were
fantastic. I also remember thinking to myself; I bet these
women felt like I did this weekend...that we have been to
Heaven!!
Thanks Renata and Jeff for the gift of yourselves and Camp
Wenonah.
I can't wait to return to facilitate more painting workshops
for the Women's Weekends in 2012! See everyone then!!
Sincerely,
Canadian artist, Christy A. Smith
Women’s Weekend Instructor

Women’s Weekends at Wenonah offer women the
opportunity to relax and find peace, to learn a new skill, or
to simply play and giggle with girlfriends! The wide variety
of activities led by professional facilitators and skilled
Wenonah staff, offers something for everyone! No matter
what the motivation for attending, women have found this
to be a rejuvenating Muskoka getaway.

We’d like to thank all the skilled and caring 2011 workshop
facilitators that helped make each weekend such a great
success:
Alison Barnes: Zumba
Gayle Barnett: Aromatherapy, Massage, Hot Stone,
Reflexology, Reike
Diannah Benson: Aromatherapy, Massage, Hot Stone,
Reflexology, Reike
Valerie Houston-Peele: Yin Yang Health & Wellness
Melissa Howe: Bowen Therapy
Brad Laidlaw: Seasonal Baking
Samantha Richardson: Yoga
Christy A. Smith: Watercolour Painting 'en plein air'
Bev Stewart: Indian Head Massage,
Various Massage Services
Eric Thompson-Moon Shadows Winery: Wine Tasting
Fyonna Vanderwerf: Zumba
Along with our terrific staff team, we would also like to
thank our Wenonah alumni and friends who provided
leadership at Women’s Weekends in 2011:
Maia Bradshaw, Jennifer Posavad, Ali Charlebois,
Samantha Richardson, John Brownscombe, and Steph
Ferguson.
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WENONAH FOUNDATION

F

or those campers who attend Camp due to the generous donations form Wenonah families and friends, “Thank you,”
just doesn’t seem adequate. But the children do appreciate the opportunity to learn new skills, meet new friends, and
gain a little bit of independence regardless of their family’s financial situation, all because other Wenonah families indicate
their desire to contribute on their registrations forms. On behalf of all the families who have recently received assistance
through the Wenonah foundation, we would like to thank:
Robert & Cynthia Abernethy
Brian & Jamie Abram
Sara Adam
Dean Arfin & Carol Wallwork
Adam & Tina Ashton
Maurice AuCoin & Shelley Pogue
Kirk Austen & Sandy Hatzis
Kevin & Aura Bardos
Warren & Laura Barnard
Rod & Sandra Bartlett
Stephane & Frederique Bauduret
Fred & Martha Bauer
Scott Bayliss & Terri Van Exan
Sue Berlinguette
Diana Blacklock
Linda Bolton
Shawna Boyle
Dave & Liz Bradbeer
Amy Brassert
Kelly Brent
Mark & Shannon Brick
Mike & Caron Brick
Allen & Alina Brisbin
Rick & Liz Burman
Carolyn Burnham
Tom Burrow
& Helen Handfield-Jones
Andrew & Ingrid Callum
Holley Canham
John & Stacia Carlton
John Carta
Hervé & Karina Castella
Joe & Michele Cavanagh
Sean & Carol Church
Tony Coccimiglio & Ana Radic
Doug & Stella Cooke
Frank & Barb Coster
Stephane Cote & Nathalie Dumas
James Davidson & Yani Hamdani
Blair & Meny Davies
Randy & Ruth Davis
Mark Davis & Sue Vernon-Smith
Joao de Miranda
& Mercedes Pérez-Caballero
Edouard & Geraldine De Vulpian
Peter & Cathy Deschamps
Olivier & Emmanuelle Desrousseaux
John & Susan Devins
Michael Doane & Karine Bohme
Michael & Jill Dosman

Susan Dowkes
Jan Eberhardt & Angela Munch
Leann Eberley
Tracey Ehl Harrison
Mark & Stacey Ellerbeck
Lorne & Diane Emery
Ian Faulds & Heather Currie
Greg Fenwick & Kathryn Billett
Rob & Laurie Finlay
Brian & Diane FitzGerald
Doug Flavelle & Brenda Livingston
Jay & Jane Fogerty
Dan & Stephanie Forsyth
Gord Forsyth
Larry & Debbie Forsyth
Tim & Shelley Forsyth
Mary Anne Gage & Lori Lloyd
Michelle Gallant
& William Chalmers
Charles & Nicole Gamm
Alan Geldart & Natalia Melo
Ross Goudie & Tina Kilbourne
Francois Gravel & Allison Patrick
Darren Green & Lana Bullock
Christian Guay & Sorya Gaulin
Mike Hall & Cindy McKay
Trish Hall
Robert & Donna Hamilton
Keith & Kelley Hartley
Sean & Kim Hayes
Susan Hayes
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Alan & Joan Heavenrich
John & Debbie Heiser
Brian & Sue Heyland
Guy Higgins
& Marlene Bader-Higgins
Tracey Holmes
Dennis & Erin Hughes
Don & Christy Hutchison
Anthony Ianni
& Catherine Wilson-Ianni
Ann Marie Jewiss
Trevor Jones & Christine Carlton
Marcie Jordan
Richard & Carolyn Kingdon
Paul Kita & Mary Stergiou-Kita
Robert & Elaine Kozlov
Andrew Larsen & Esther Arbeid
Chris & Sunisa Lawrence
David Lee & Angela Grant-Lee
Jim & Laura Legere
Stuart LeMesurier & Judy Grout
Steve Lewis & Leora Pinhas
Tom & Joanne Linton
Bob & Lorraine Lloyd
Dave & Tracy Lloyd
Pascal & Françoise Longlade
Doug Lucky & Laura Foster
Scott Marshall
& Katya Tunon-Marshall
Scott & Christie Martin
Dave & Carolyn Martin

Tracy Matthewman
Cameron & Tina McInnis
Kim McLaren
Jeannette McMillan
Jon & Donna Mills
Arif Mitha & Monica Salters
Kevin & Sue-Ann Moher
Jason & Tanya Monteith
Felipe & Lissette Montemayor
Moon Shadows Estate Winery
Brent Moore & Sara Plant
Cathy Morra
Steve & Kathy Mueller
Patrick & Michelle Murphy
Steve Nenniger & Nancy Henely
Vince & Milena Nosek
Linda Nower
Sandy Oake
Jeremy & Diane O'Neill
Michelle Oosterman
Lee Origoni
& Maureen Taylor Origoni
Roy & Margaret Overton
Andrew & Andrea Pain
Particia Parnis
Gary Parsons & Erika Maginn Parsons
Gordon Paul & Nicole O'Sullivan
JP & Elizabeth Pawliw-Fry
Allison Pelette
Philip & Robin Perlmutter
Sam Perlmutter
Tony & Beth Peros
Robert Peterson & Odile Kurtzemann
Matthew & Debra Pickfield
Patrick & Jenni Piette
Paul & Barb Pigott
Chris & Cathy Poole
Jennifer Posavad
Geoffrey Quinton & Michelle
Smythson Quinton
Steve & Louise Rhoden
Jamieson & Nancy Robinson
Peter & Natasha Rockandel
Micheil Russell & Pier Bryden
Peter Sammet & Linda Samson

Patricia Sannino
Paul & Caroline Scargall
Peter & Christine Schmidt
Arnold & Alison Schubert
Dean & Trish Scott
Christopher Sergeant & Sue Davidson
Jason Shuker & Melanie Rose
Mark Silver
Brigit Smith
Jonathan Spencer & Julie Chan
Leanne St. Louis
Ben Stadelmann & Brenda Johnston
Tony Stevenson & Jill Quance
Scott & Judy Stirling
Lori Strong
Lev Tarasoff & Dorothee Bienzle
Andrew & Janet Tatarsky
Gary Temush & Jodi Passmore
Francoise Theriault
Michael Thomas & Lauren Schagen
Ted Tiemessen & Jane McCutcheon
Marlene Tremblay
Larry & Cathy Ura
Bonnie Vacca
Eric Van Ginderachter
& Myriam Gomez-Martelo
Chris Vanhaverbeke
& Stephanie Butler
Chris Varga & Susan Boyes
David Veldhuizen & Eve Weinberg
Bryan & Joanna Walenius
Jo Wallwork
Candice Waterhouse
David Webb & Lori Mazza
Allan Weinrib & Lisa Hemeon
Colin White & Andrea Warrian
Doug Williamson & Linda McKend
Peter & Joanne Willson
Diane Wilson
Lareina Wilson
Michael & Martha Wlodek
Tom Wollschlaeger & Jan Boxall
David & Milena Woodiwiss
Graham & Joy Wyatt
Richard & Randi Zlotnik Shaul
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WENONAH FOUNDATION
GOLF CLASSIC
Each year, the Wenonah Foundation Golf
Classic raises funds to send children to
Camp. In 2011, we were once again
thrilled with the support from our Camp
community and friends as we enjoyed
another great day of golf, laughter and
raising money for a great cause.
Our thanks to those that donated prizes
and supported the day:

$25,000 HOLE IN ONE CONTEST
FOW (Friends of Wenonah) Alumni Group

CARLISLE GOLF CLUB – Once again,
special thanks to Neil Darragh and the
Carlisle staff for their professionalism and
support.
TOURNAMENT SUPPORT– Special thanks
to Tournament Hosts Caron Brick, Larry
Forsyth, Pat & Bruce Schaefer, Natalie Fox,
Celia Saunders, Jacqueline McCormick,
Christy Faulds, Shea Clare, Jon Bradshaw and Madison Bradshaw for
all their efforts towards another successful golf tournament!
THE 2012 WENONAH FOUNDATION GOLF CLASSIC
HONOURING JASON MONTEITH
SCHEDULED FOR
SATURDAY, MAY 26, 2012 AT THE
CARLISLE GOLF CLUB.

HOLE SPONSORS:
In Memory of Boul Adam
In Memory of Scott Young
ObjectSharp Consulting
M & C Contracting
Think Muskoka Inc.
Tri-M Promotions
Gator Ted’s Tap & Grill
Pat & Bruce Schaefer
Grants & Hills
Domino Remote Office Services Ltd.
Scott’s Window Cleaning
FOW Alumni Group
Red D Solutions Inc.
Trans East Trailers
Sprucegrove Investment Management Inc.
The Bradshaws
AUCTION & PRIZE DONATIONS
Tony Hughes
Brendan Beamish - Steam Whistle
Deb Mariciak - Tri-M Promotions
Mike & Caron Brick - M & C Contracting
Donna & Bruce Hill
Jane & Don Grant
FOW Alumni Group
Pat Stewart - Toronto Rock Lacrosse Club
Pat & Bruce Schaefer
Rob & Wendy Prouty
Jon Westover - Toronto Blue Jays Baseball Club
Rona Lansing/Burlington Store
Rona Lansing/Oakville, Royal Windsor Store
Chris Park - National Importers Canada
Bradshaw Family
Carlisle Golf & Country Club
North Granite Ridge Golf Club

And many others!
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Jason has been a central figure in the history of Wenonah for over
fifteen years. Jason was a Boys Section Director in the late 1990s.
He has been the driving force behind the very successful Period Five
Introductory program and continues today as our Period Five
Director. In 2006 Jason was a Co-Chair for the Celebrate Wenonah
Anniversary season. While extremely busy as a full-time teaching
professional, Jason manages to find time each year to contribute to
Wenonah as an Associate Director. And now Jason’s eldest child
Julia attends Camp, continuing a long association with Wenonah.
We appreciate Jason’s ongoing support and leadership at Wenonah.
His strong desire to provide outstanding experiences, his great good
humour and his willingness to share his incredible talents with so
many has endeared Jason to generations of campers and staff.
We look forward to celebrating Jason’s contributions to life at
Wenonah on May 26, 2012. We hope that you will join us!
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THE RETURN OF FALL CAMP
WEEKEND

F

or many years, Wenonah hosted a Fall Camp Weekend
at Camp for Summer Campers, POLARIS/WCITs & Friends.

2012 will see the return of this popular program!
Our Fall Camp Weekend will run
Friday, September 28 – Sunday, September 30, 2012.
Fall Camp is a wonderful opportunity to renew Camp
friendships and to enjoy a picturesque Fall Weekend up north
at Camp. It’s also a great chance to introduce friends to
Wenonah! Fall Camp is available for those 5-16 years of age.
Activities include lots of Camp classics including canoeing,
kayaking, arts & crafts, archery, climbing wall, voyageur
canoe, campfires, Pioneer Potpourri, a special set of Fall
Camp Mega Options and lots of Camp FUN!!!
Fall Camp Weekend is modelled after Summer Camp with
established cabin groupings and counselling staff with each
cabin group. Campers participate in PICs (personal
individual choice programs); opening & closing campfires;
options programming; Girls and Boys Camp section
activities; pre-breakfast and evening programs; cabin choice
activities & much more!
Camper aged participants (5-16 years of age) may bring a
friend free of charge!
FEE OF $88.00 (plus tax) includes:
• 5 meals (Saturday breakfast, lunch and dinner plus
Sunday breakfast and lunch) and two snacks (Friday and
Saturday evenings) prepared by Chef Brad and his
catering team.
• Instruction in all programs and cabin leadership
provided by Wenonah Summer Camp & Outdoor
Education Centre staff, alumni staff and Summer WCITs.

• All program equipment and supplies.
• Complimentary Highway Coach transportation from
Vaughan Mills Mall (Friday to Camp/Sunday from
Camp).

More details will be sent in Spring 2012!
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“Discover Paddling offers ORCKA Instructor Course at Wenonah”

DID YOU KNOW?

•

•

•

•

•

In April 2011, Jeff
and Renata were
invited to attend the
opening reception
of the first Travelling
Exhibition &
Learning Experience
of The Roberta
Bondar Foundation.
One of the many
interesting initiatives
of the Bondar
Foundation is a
school-based program called The Bondar Challenge
(www.therobertabondarfoundation.org/the-bondarchallenge) which uses photography as a gateway to a
heightened awareness of the environment. Following
the reception, Renata has joined a Task Force that is
developing a Camp version of The Bondar Challenge.
We’re excited that Wenonah is a pilot site for The Bondar
Challenge in 2012.
After four years as President of the Canadian Camping
Association/Association des camps du Canada
(CCA/ACC), Jeff stepped down on December 31, 2011.
Jeff will continue for a year as Past President and also as
a co-facilitator of a national Camp Director training
program (most recently held in Nova Scotia and British
Columbia).
“Chat Live” with us! A new feature on the Wenonah
website allows you to connect with Camp all year
long! The “Chat Live” feature is a great way to learn
more about Wenonah, or ask any questions you may
have about Camp. Click on the “Chat Live” icon at
www.campwenonah.com to be connected directly
with the Wenonah Office. We’ll see you on the web!
Wenonah has a proud history of partnerships with
organizations from around the world. Some of these
organizations have connected us with many of our
international campers, which has enriched our Camp
experience in so many ways. We were thrilled to
welcome campers from Red Leaf (Spain), Forenex
(Spain), and Fairy Tale English (Taiwan) to Camp last
Summer.
Wenonah staff member Jake Read is renowned at
Camp for his photography. Many of the photos featured
in our slideshows, on the website, and in this copy of
the Warbler were taken by Jake. Jake also produced a
video that serves as a unique reflection on this past
Summer at Camp. The video proved to be a huge hit
on our YouTube and Facebook pages. You can also
view it in the “Video Gallery” of the Wenonah website
(www.campwenonah.com). Well done Jake!
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•

Renata and staff member Andrea Robinson, both
achieved nationally recognized, provincial certification
in the instruction and administration of the ORCKA
Flatwater / Basic Canoeing series of fundamental
canoeing skills courses. They also met the performance
standards to be granted ORCKA Canadian Style Paddling
Level 1. Both were certified after participating
successfully in this intensive Instructor’s Course held
in the spring at Wenonah.

•

On Sunday, April 17 Stewy, along with staff members
Jackie Clark and Celia Saunders volunteered at a
fundraising concert for Kids In Camp charity. The
concert, featuring children’s entertainers Sharon & Bram,
was held in support of giving children with financial
need an opportunity to attend an Ontario Summer
Camp. Stewy, who also served on the concert
organizing committee hosted a “Kids Corner” for young
concert attendees with Jackie and Celia.

•

In another role, Stewy was also a member of the
Steering Committee for the Ontario Camps Association
Directors Conference, which was held in January 2011.

•

We were saddened by the news of our good friend
Gerry Todd’s passing this year on April 17, 2011.
Gerry had been coming to Camp Wenonah since 2002
sharing his paddling expertise with both campers and
staff as well as examining those participants taking their
Ontario Recreational Canoeing and Kayaking
Association levels. Gerry will be greatly missed.

•

On March 11, 2011, the Tohoku district of Japan was
struck by a massive tsunami and earthquake, which left
over 22,000 dead or missing. Within days, the
international camping community responded and
offered support through the National Camping
Association of Japan (NCAJ). Over 100,000 Japanese
children were displaced by these disasters. The NCAJ
was quick to respond with the introduction of Grief
Camps to serve those who were impacted. The first
Grief Camps are scheduled to be held in March 2012.
With Wenonah’s longtime partnership with the Shikoku
Canadian Global Camp very much in our thoughts, the
staff of Camp Wenonah responded. Each June, during
Staff PreCamp (a full week of training before Summer
campers arrive) we hold a Staff Auction. Silent and Live
items are donated and purchased by current staff and
alumni with proceeds directed towards Camp projects
and worthy camp-related causes. The 2011 Wenonah
staff unanimously pledged $2,500 from the proceeds of
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FOW (our Friends of Wenonah alumni group). Joanna
shared her unique musical stylings and in doing so,
created a magical evening that we won’t soon forget.

the Staff Auction to the Japanese Grief Camps initiative
which was matched by Camp Wenonah. A total of
$5,000 was presented to the NCAJ in the Fall of 2011.

•

Jeff continues on the Board of the International
Camping Fellowship (ICF), a position he has held since
1997. Jeff has led a revisioning/restructuring of ICF
over the past three years with sweeping changes to the
association adopted at the most recent Annual General
Meeting in Hong Kong in November 2011. Jeff’s new
portfolio on the ICF Board (through 2014) includes
responsibility for a unique national Ambassador program
in 30+ countries and coordination between national
camping associations around the world.

•

Each year, Wenonah hosts a Summer Stockade Concert
Series for POLARIS, WCITs and Staff. In 2011, we
were delighted to welcome back to Camp two great
friends and accomplished recording artists. Peter Katz
(www.peterkatz.com) was our July Camp guest. Peter
has shared his music at Camp for many years and once
again, the audience was captivated by his incredible
talent. In August, we were thrilled to welcome Joanna
Chapman-Smith (www.joannacs.com). Joanna is a
past Wenonah staff member as well as a member of

WEENONAH

By Maia Bradshaw, Co-Director of WEEnonah

L

ate in August over 40 young boys and girls experienced
Camp Wenonah, many for the first time. Through the magical
experiences offered by Camp during WEEnonah (a specialized
program for 5-7 year olds), these campers were able to
immerse themselves into new activities and new friendships.
Campers arrived early on Monday morning to a sea of smiling
and enthusiastic counsellors made up of new staff and
returning alumni staff. The campers spent some time getting
to know each other and the Camp staff through a variety of
Get to Know You Games and the always popular Beach
Party! Campers enjoyed wading and splashing in the lake,
but also thoroughly enjoyed beach games such as Drip,
Drip, Drop and the very popular water sprinkler!

•

In February 2011, Renata and Stewy attended the annual
conference of the American Camp Association in San
Diego along with a 1,000+ delegates from around the
world. The conference celebrated the 150th anniversary
of organized camping as well as offering an incredible
array of workshops and learning opportunities. A
highlight was a tour of area Camps with other
international camp leaders.

“Stewy rides again on the
International Camps Tour
in San Diego”

bird feeders, and scored points for the animal’s safety at the
archery range. The campers eventually saved all the animals
after a fast paced task that had campers and counsellors
chasing the animals to convince them to stay. The campers
collected “worms” to trade with the mean crow in return for
a safe haven at Camp. Everyone was very relieved and
grateful for the WEEnonah campers’ commitment and hard
work!
After dinner and some time to pack their belongings, the
WEEnonah group met up in the Stockade for the final
campfire, and a beautiful slideshow showcasing the fun
and excitement experienced over the past two days.
We had a wonderful time with all of the campers. The
Wenonah staff would like to send a great big “Thank You”
to all who participated and we hope to see you again!

The first day also included a Cabin Choice Activity, a creative
project called “Sock Horses”, and an evening campfire at our
Main Campfire, filled with sing-along songs, and great stories.
Upon awaking on Tuesday, the campers were all very excited
to continue experiencing more of Camp. On this day the
campers were given an important task. The campers were
asked to help the animals that live at Camp. There was
news of a mean old crow who was trying to scare away all
of the other animals. It was the WEEnonah campers who
could save them. Once given this task the campers jumped
into activities that would support the animals and hopefully
drive the mean crow away. The campers raced through
Clear Lake in the voyageur canoe, they made homemade
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WE GET LETTERS . . .
FROM A PARENT OF LONGTIME CAMPERS,
LEADERSHIP PARTICIPANTS AND STAFF MEMBERS
When our son left home a couple of weeks ago to settle
into his first year university experience, we became empty
nesters. Over the past couple of weeks, while taking long
walks with our dog, I asked myself, where did the years go?
I also asked myself over the past couple of weeks; did we
attain our goal as parents? When I think about our children,
I know they are confident, kind and capable young adults. I
would like to pat myself on the shoulder and take 100%
credit for the people they have become, but I can’t. So
much of their goodness, and so much credit, goes to Camp
Wenonah, their home away from home. The place where
they became aware of themselves, where their self-esteem
blossomed, their hearts thumped wildly, and their growth
spurts happened….what did you feed them?

Camp Wenonah became their second family. Their leadership
skills, their nurturing souls, their ability to problem solve
and their comfort cultivating new friendships grew by leaps
and bounds every summer.
We are so proud of our kids, we miss them at home (and
so does our dog who wanders through their rooms at night),
and we are so grateful that Camp Wenonah was with us
every step of the way to teach us and guide us to raise our
kids to be nurturing souls. We won the lottery the day a
friend told us about Camp Wenonah. Giving our children a
strong heart was a goal. Camp Wenonah gave them a
strong pulse and a healthy heart and we are so appreciative
to you for sharing our children’s growth with us.
FROM A NEW CAMPER PARENT
I just wanted to write to you to thank you for a memorable
Camp experience for our son!! I can't tell you how happy
he is. The experience has truly been a very positive one
and he's blossomed in so many ways; so thank you and all
the staff for your dedication and care. He will certainly be
in the Camp next year. He's already looking forward to it
and considering a whole month!!!
FROM A PARENT OF AN EXTENDED FAMILY OF
CAMPERS/STAFF MEMBERS
The kids are so excited for this year’s Camp in a few months.
We hear from their aunt and uncles that the Wenonah
Games are awesome, so we’ve been working up to that for
a few years now. I have to tell you that the intro period
offerings have been a really fantastic way for us to ease the
kids (and myself) into Camp. By next year we will have
done 3-day, 5-day, 1-week and be up to 2-weeks. It’s been
really nice for everyone to have that stretching out of time. I
don’t think I could have done it if our only option had been
2-weeks from the get go like some camps. I feel like by
next year all of us will be ready. We’ve been busy spreading
the Wenonah Word and you guys have 3 new campers this
Summer from people in our community who have asked me
about which Camp our kids go to, and would I recommend
it. My boys are so VERY excited that they will be up this
year at the same time as their aunt and uncles!
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FROM THE PARENT OF NEW CAMPERS
The girls had a great time during their first visit at Camp
Wenonah. Raved about the activities and food. I appreciated
the phone call we received to let us know how they were
doing.
FROM A VETERAN CAMP FAMILY
Just wanted to let you know how much the kids enjoyed
their Camp experience, once again! We are always so
happy to pick them up and spend the next 45 minutes of
our drive going over everything they did. We cannot say
enough good things about Wenonah and your staff! Our
kids come home full of positive energy and ideas and with
a new boost of self-confidence. We truly feel that this is
money well invested. Our son is really looking forward to
Polaris next year!
FROM A NEW CAMPER FAMILY
I have to pass along a heartfelt THANKS for our son’s week
at Camp. He simply adored it. He is still talking about it
and is planning his adventure there for next year. Your team
created a diehard! I am truly in awe of what the Camp did
for him.
FROM A LONGTIME CAMPER/NOW A STAFF MEMBER
I wanted to write it down, to find some way to formulate
my 9 (now 10) summers at Wenonah into some sort of
tangible jumble of words. The conclusion I came to however,
was that ultimately, no matter how strong a writer you are,
it is impossible to do the Camp experience justice through
anything other than experiencing it. Regardless, I think I
need to try.

This Summer made me realize just how important Camp is
to me, and how drastically different I would be had my
mother and father not made the decision to send me.
Camp has forever changed who I am, and frankly I can't
even fathom who I'd be if I didn't come to Camp. I know
for certain that I wouldn't have the people skills that I do,
and I wouldn't be as prepared to leave home and meet
new people this year as I am. Camp doesn't allow for you
to have bad people skills, because you are so immersed in
conversation and interaction all day long. You learn that
instead of frowning at people’s differences and quirks, to
accept them and cherish them because they are the fabric
of who the person truly is. You learn that different doesn't
mean bad, but instead it provides you with more
opportunities to learn from your peers. Camp provides
confidence. Never will you find a camper, or staff member,
being scolded for trying something new, for trying to do
something that maybe they never had tried before. When
you are allowed to fail without consequence, and fail with
confidence that you'll be able to try again, and as many
times as you like, it soon doesn't matter whether or not
you’re successful, it matters only that you tried. What is
most important, Camp has provided me with countless
friends and memories. The people I have met at Camp are
the best people I know, because every last one of them is a
genuine and kind friend.
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Camp is the reason I can make it through school, because I
know as soon as it’s over, I can go home again. And even
though it’s only for 2 months, it is the best time of my life.
Camp is everything to me, and I know it is to so many
other people. For both me and them, I say thank you. Thank
you so much for giving us the most wonderful place in the
world to spend our summers. Thank you for Camp.
FROM A NEW CAMPER PARENT
Our son was so happy and excited when we picked him
up - he talked all the way to Haliburton when we stopped
for lunch - he told us everything about Camp - the little
skits, the Games, the campfires, the Camp overnight, his
cabin experience (a good one). He took part in everything.
He got his Level 2 in canoeing. He said, “I went from level
zero to level 2 - and I didn't even know it!” He loved it all,
thank you for having him. He wants to come back next
year, in Period 4! He wants to do Polaris and then WCIT!
Thank you to the counsellors, section directors, nurses, and
everyone who helped him out. He loved all of it!!! I think it
was the positive energy of the Camp overall, the specific
great role-model that his counsellor was (the first day they
even went out canoeing around the island), and the structure
combined with the great good times that he loved. My
dream was to have him participate in it all, not to be an
observer and he did.
FROM A VETERAN STAFF MEMBER STUDYING ABROAD
I'm starting this new adventure in my life and already I’m
surprised by the amount of time I spend thinking about
Camp. It has been an interesting few days to say the least,
packed with 3 hour bus rides, 4 hour hikes up the Swiss
Alps and boat rides in the Swiss Riviera in a group of 55
students that I have just met, and yet I find myself constantly
thinking about the sites around Clear Lake. The orientation
week I’m going through is Staff Precamp-esque, plenty of
information being thrown at you constantly, not much time
for breaks and getting to know everyone in the group and
learning how to work together. I can honestly say that if it
weren't for Camp, I think I would be terrified. Going to a
new school knowing no one in the program, living in a
household where French is not only the first language but
the only language, and living thousands of kilometres away
from all of my family is a scary thought. However, I was
surprised to discover that I feel completely prepared and I
owe it all to everyone at Wenonah. I can't thank you all
enough.

change their clothing, take a shower, play a quick game of
cards, etc., that were just enough to get all of us ready for
the next activity. I have worked at many camps over the
years and have brought day camp groups and school
groups to other camps and outdoor education facilities, and
your Camp is the only one that was 110% prepared and
planned for our group. I even liked that the staff were able
to change things up depending on the weather conditions,
like doing the Camp Wenonah Stock Exchange, creating an
indoor campfire in the Lodge, creating a ‘fake campfire’ at
Barb’s place, telling stories, dressing up, doing evening
activities at Driftwood, when the telescopes weren’t able to
be used, creating an outdoor activity at the Upper Deck so
that the students could view the stars. It was incredible to
see how the staff cooperated and created so many lasting
memories for our students, students who have never for the
most part ever attended Camp. Another aspect of Camp
Wenonah that I was impressed with is your incredible staff
manual, I have never seen such a detailed and effective
manual from my many years of camping experience.
Actually, I was hoping to perhaps get a copy of your manual
to show the Camp that I work at how staff training should
run. Your staff were fully prepared for every activity that
was planned and had so many activities ready-to-go when
things did not go as planned. I can see why our school
has spent the last 15 years attending your Camp and I can
see why we will continue in the future. A big thank you
once again for treating our students, our staff, our school
with such respect, showing us such enthusiasm, creating
lasting memories and allowing us to let down our hair a bit
and really spend some bonding time with the students.
What an amazing camping experience, I look forward to
attending again next year!

FROM AN OUTDOOR CENTRE TEACHER
WITH A VISITING SCHOOL GROUP
I just wanted to send an email to tell you how much I
personally enjoyed the experience at Camp Wenonah this
past week. From the minute we arrived on site your staff
were incredible at making us comfortable and getting us
right into the groove of Camp. Information, routines, policies,
expectations and activities were always communicated in
an effective and appropriate manner. Students knew what
to expect, where to go, what they would find there for
every single activity, meal or evening activity. There were
logical breaks during the day, which allowed students to
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BECAUSE OF CAMP:
ALUMNI STAFF REFLECT
ON WENONAH

S

everal years ago, the American Camp Association
began a campaign that focussed on the concept, “Because
of Camp”. At Wenonah, we borrowed this idea and during
2011, we asked our FOW (Friends of Wenonah) alumni
staff group to share the impact that Camp has had on their
lives. The response was remarkable! We heard from FOW
members from around the world and all shared personal
reflections on the meaning of Camp in their daily lives.
FOW is a unique group. Our staff alumni are invited to
join FOW once they have reached at least 21 years of age
AND been a member of the Wenonah staff for at least three
years. The FOW group now numbers over 200 and many
actively contribute to Camp life each year in a wide range
of roles including seasonal staff positions, as POLARIS and
Algonquin trip leaders, working with Period Five and
WEEnonah, offering their leadership to Womens Weekends,
facilitating staff training during our Spring, Summer and Fall
PreCamp training programs, assisting with marketing and
promotion and in many, many other meaningful ways.
Here are just a FEW of the reflections that were shared by
FOW members.

I am writing to say thanks. Thanks for the training, the role
modeling and the direction you gave me when I was
younger. The experiences and opportunities that you
provided have stayed with me, and continue to have a
strong influence in my life.
Five years ago I became a nurse, and for the past number
of years I have worked with Doctors Without Borders in
various African countries. I am just finishing a 7 month stint
in Niger, where I am responsible for a community health
project designed to reduce the malnutrition and death rates
of children in the villages. The key to the program wasn’t
necessarily the medication we put in the health posts, it
was gaining the confidence of the village chiefs and the
traditional healers, and developing the program in
collaboration with them. If someone had once told me that
the group initiatives I learned at Camp would be one day
put to use to reduce ethnic tensions between tribes in
remote Niger, I would have never believed them. Through
community participation and collaboration, child mortality
and malnutrition rates are slowly improving.
So thank you. I wonder if it is easy for you, who lives and
breathes Camp daily, to forget that the Camp experience
never leaves us. In the past 7 months I have done very few
‘medical’ things, my nursing degree has rarely been put to
use, but my years working at Camp couldn’t have better
prepared me for this position.
Trish Newport
Trish is a nurse with Doctors Without Borders in Africa.
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It was 18 years ago that I was given the chance to work at
Camp, someone (Jeff Bradshaw) believed in me and gave
me the opportunity to enrich the lives of children. What I
have grown to know over the years of working at Camp is
that one chance to be a camper at Camp, work at Camp
or experience Camp as a student or teacher can make a
huge difference in someone’s life.
As I’m about to embark in my 16th summer of working at
Camp I know that it’s “Because of Camp” that I have chosen
to make Camp not just my summer job, but my career.
Camp embodies everything that I am and it’s Because of
Camp, that I can look at life a little differently, find the
positive in every difficult situation, make lasting friendships,
know every campfire song possible, make the perfect
s‘more, comfort a child or staff member that is homesick,
make light of stressful situations, and have the power to
make big differences in not just children’s lives but in the
lives of staff and teachers that pass my way. It’s Because of
my job at Camp that I laugh out loud every day, and find
the joy in the smaller things, like a hot shower after a
long hiking trip, eating pudding with no hands, and
singing loudly in a dining hall standing on tables. Where
else can you do that?
If Camp was easy everyone would do it! But only the
very special find it not just in their hearts but in their souls
to let Camp in and let it be a part of who they are.
It’s Because of Camp that I love my job, and each and
every day I’m so thankful to all the campers, students,
teachers, families who have allowed me into their lives to
make a difference to them. In turn they have enriched my
life just as Camp has to them.
It’s Because of Camp Wenonah who has allowed me the
possibility of growth, and has made it possible for me to
say that Camp is my “real job.” It’s Because of Camp I am
the person I am today….and it’s Because of Camp
Wenonah that I was given the chance!
Shannon Wilson
Shannon is the Outdoor Education Centre Director &
Associate Director of Summer Programs at Camp
Summit in Squamish, British Columbia.
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At Camp, I feel special. Valued. Respected. The beauty is, so
do most people. It’s not that one person is actually more
special than anyone else. It’s that, unlike school and “real
life,” there’s no competition to be the most popular.
Everyone can be important. Every person’s value is actively
acknowledged. And, generally speaking, it is the people who
are caring, kind, and genuine who become “cool” at Camp,
not the ones with the best clothes or the sleekest hair.
I want to touch on what I think is really the essence of Camp.
What that is for me is that Camp is, as far as I know, the
safest, most welcoming, positive, beautiful place to be. I
will never forget a letter you read at a campfire a few
summers ago that a former staff member wrote to you. It
was about how great it is that kids have a place like Camp
to attend away from a world filled with many complicated
problems. How very true that is. At schools, in their homes,
and elsewhere many kids will not meet with the same level
of care and positive role models as they do at Camp. I think
it is also true for staff as well. Camp is my home - I feel safe
there, and completely comfortable being myself. I am
surrounded by people who care about me and will take the
time to support me. I think this is what it all comes down to
in the end. The memories of feeling completely safe, happy,
and surrounded by people you care deeply for and who
care deeply for you, is the single most important thing I will
take away from Camp. Not everyone in the world is lucky
enough to have such an experience. Everything just makes
sense at Camp as someone once said. The happy memories
of feeling absolutely safe surrounded by the nicest kids on
earth and a group of friends who will be there for me no
matter what, has been and will continue to be so important
to me. I will cherish all those memories.
The other day I ran into someone who attended Wenonah a
number of years ago on campus in Kingston. We exchanged
small talk and asked each other what we did with our
summers. I told him that I had been back at Wenonah as a
Boys Section Director and he was politely interested. I
started to feel sorry for him, certain that he must be jealous
and know that he missed out on so much. What might he
have been doing during a sing a long lunch in July as Waka
Waka played through the speakers in the lodge I thought?
What might he have been doing this summer as I got to sit
and listen to Rudy play guitar by firelight as a hundred
young boys looked on quietly at Boys Section Campfire?
What might he have been doing while I paddled Clear Lake
with eight thirteen year olds in the wee hours of the morning
as the sun began to burn through the morning mist? What
could he have possibly been doing that was more
worthwhile this summer? I can truly say Camp has been
the single most important impact in my life. I cannot thank
you enough for creating such a beautiful place and allowing
me to be a part of it. So let me say one final heartfelt big
thank you. Wenonah means the world to me.

I don’t talk about it much, because it was a humbling
experience that I still treasure, but my Hollywood/Oprah
moment came at the end of my first summer at Wenonah.
Now, this was the summer when Jeff always introduced me
as “you know her, you love her, she sells you Tuck” so
naturally, being the lady who controlled the candy and the
mail, I had some built-in popularity. But I don’t think that
fully explains what happened on my last day of Camp.
I had to leave a week early for school, and it was my last
morning. I joined the rest of the staff for Round-Up in the
Health Centre (it was raining), but because I had little to do,
I left before everyone else to take my syrupy dishes back to
the kitchen. As soon as I set foot in the Lodge, the junior
program staff stood up and started to sing. “We love you
Ba-aa-rb, oh yes we do-oo…”
This stopped me in my tracks. Because it wasn’t like the
thank you parades that we did every session, or the hug
circle, or the candles, or any of the many ways that people
get acknowledged at Camp. This wasn’t coming from the
top down. Nobody had told the campers and staff left in
that Lodge to do it. They just did it. And they meant it.
I have been formally acknowledged and awarded for various
things in my life. But that is, bar none, the most special
moment I’ve ever had. And it sums up Camp people
perfectly.
Barb Janicek
Barb is the Children’s Librarian at Kitchener Public Library
and continues as an Associate Director at Wenonah.

Steve “Moe” LeMesurier
After graduating from Queen’s with a BA in Political
Studies and History and an MA in Political Studies, Moe
returns to Wenonah in 2012 as an Assistant Director
before heading to Law School.
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I’ve just started my second phase of training, really my
introduction to the Navy and life as a Naval Officer.
More than anything, it’s feeling a lot like Camp actually. I
was named my division commander at the start of my
course, which means I’m in charge of the 19 Acting
Sub-Lieutenants in my class. My prediction when I started
in the military was that it’d be a lot like Camp, and it
definitely is. Being in charge of a group of people really
never changes, no matter how old or what situation it’s in. I
still find myself saying, “Make sure you bring a bathing suit
and towel when we go swimming, drink lots of water
because it’s hot out, you gotta tie up those boots, go with a
buddy if you’re leaving somewhere, look out for each
other,” and of course, constantly counting heads. Everyday
a situation comes up and I think of my time at Camp and
how it can help out. Not surprisingly, there’s also that bond
between people that I’ve only ever felt before at Camp. The
friendships that I’ve made so far in the Canadian Forces
have that camp-ish feel to them, that they’ll last a lifetime.
One of the best parts of being here is that it still kind of feels
like I’m at Camp, and I think that’s why I love it so much.
Colin Knott
Colin is an Acting Sub-Lieutenant with the Royal Canadian
Navy based in British Columbia.

given to someone in need can make all the difference in
the world. Because it did for me. It is Because of Camp
that I go into the world with the full knowledge and
confidence that no matter where I go it is okay to be
myself, that friendship is stronger than time and distance,
and that there is always a place I can call home. Because
of Camp I know that family doesn't end with relatives and
tears can come from laughter just as easily as from sadness.
These are just some of the things I have learned about life,
people and myself from Camp, not to mention the a
thousand other things that Camp has given me. The full list
could probably stock a small library. And it’s for the reasons
I've given here and so many others that I consistently tell
myself that the greatest thing my mother ever did for me
was send me to Wenonah. And it’s for all those same
reasons that now and for the rest of my life, every time I
drive north on the 400 I will want to pull off at the 118 and
drive like crazy until I see Gatehouse.
Lindsay Babcock
Lindsay is working at Deerhurst Resort in Huntsville,
Ontario.

Working in an office now, I am constantly reminded of
how privileged I was to attend Camp for all those years. I
have found that many of the skills I learned while at Camp
are now proving very valuable in my career. Being able to
get along with others and work well in a team environment
is very important in business and I attribute my ability to
succeed in the work place to many of the social skills and
leadership skills I learned while I attended Camp.
To remind myself of that wonderful place I called home for
2 months of every year, I still keep the staff gift from one
summer at my desk. It is a photo of the main swim docks
at sunrise and anyone who comes by my desk doesn`t
believe I have actually been to this beautiful place, let
alone spent a large portion of my adolescence there. I
keep the photo at my desk as a constant reminder of all
those wonderful people I met, the valuable life skills I
learned, and the beauty that is Canada’s wilderness.

My first summer at Wenonah I was a timid seven year-old
girl. I remember vividly how terrified I was to get out of the
car, how frightened I was to sleep on a top bunk and how
nervous I was about living with the twelve strangers that
promised to fill the other empty beds. But in that first weekend
I learned certain lessons and for the next thirteen years
those lessons were brought home for me again and again.

Dave Donelan
Dave is a supervisor in the investor relations department
for Citco (Canada) Inc.

So now, after two years away from it, I can say with complete
certainty that Because of Camp I have learned more about
life than I ever would have expected. Because of Camp I
know how to think on my feet whether it means coming up
with a craft in less than 30 seconds or providing first aid on
an open lake in the middle of Algonquin Park. Because of
Camp I know I'm strong enough to do anything from jumping
in the lake every morning for a month and swimming 30
laps to facing and dealing with the million and one hardships
and struggles life throws my way. Because of Camp I know
that sometimes a hug, or a song, or just a minute of time
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Greetings from Istanbul! We have been travelling for about
2 weeks around Greece and Turkey and are now spending
our last night together before we go separate ways.

I’m lucky. And I’ve spent significant parts of the last twenty
summers at Summer Camp. The Camp experience has
affected me in more ways that I could ever have imagined.
I am who I am Because of Camp. My most gratifying
accomplishments and most humbling challenges happened
at Camp. I’ve benefitted from the mentorship of some of
the most selfless people in the world through Camp. I’ve
met many of my closest friends at Camp, and I’ve worked
alongside some of the most committed and caring people I
could ever hope to meet at Camp. I’ve heard hundreds of
campfire songs, eaten thousands of Camp meals, and been
left in awe by countless remarkable moments that only seem
possible at Camp. It is at Camp that we promote values of
compassion, understanding, acceptance, and patience.
Mike “Stewy” Stewart
Stewy is the Co-Director at Camp Wenonah and
celebrates 10 years on staff in 2012.

This has taken me two weeks and re-starting three times...
and I still don't really think this reflection can accurately
summarize how I feel about Camp, nor what it has done
for me.
Attempt number one was a reflection on what I learned when
I worked at Camp: a strong work ethic, an acceptance of
differences, the desire to constantly improve and be better
at what I'm doing. However, I didn't think it really did justice
to what I was trying to get across...that because of Camp I
learned the foundations of everything I need for my current
profession.
Attempt number two was more of a personal account about
what I gained from Camp: to be more patient, to see things
from another's perspective, to be open to new experiences.

It's so hard for us to believe that we are half way around
the world, travelling and experiencing amazing new things
with friendships that began at Wenonah. After so many
summers spent on Clear Lake, it is a huge step for us to be
taking on these new adventures and to not be at Camp this
summer. We feel so fortunate to have each other and our
common experiences on this journey.
The past two weeks have been filled with planes, boats and
buses, and the spontaneous outbreak into Lady Gaga
choreography. We have met lots of new people along the
way, and when they ask how we know each other, we tell
them we met and became friends at Summer Camp. The
response we receive when we explain Camp to them is
sometimes one of confusion, but we can all say we have
never been more proud to say, "Summer Camp... It's a
Canadian thing".
On this trip we have sang to pass time, played Euchre, and
discussed great memories from Camp, but most importantly,
we have reflected on friendship. The bond created with
friends at Camp is truly unique. They can withstand time
and distance, be repaired when damaged and are only
strengthened as we grow older. As we have all entered a
new stage of our lives and things are constantly changing
around us, it is comforting to know, even when we're this
far from home, that Camp is right where we left it. Bringing
Camp friendships with us on this adventure is something
none of us will ever forget.
Ali Hendrick
Ali will be teaching in South Korea in 2012 for the Daegu
Metropolitan Office of Education.
Andy Mager
Andy is currently completing her Masters at Queen's
University specializing in Human and Urban Geography.
Greg Brown
Greg is studying at OISE (Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education) at Teachers College.

The third attempt was more Camp-specific. When I think
about reflecting on my time at Wenonah, I think of certain
people (like my husband) who defined my time at Camp;
certain places around Camp (like See Saw) that set the
location for some great memories; and certain times that I
will never forget. These will forever be reasons that I am
grateful to my time at Camp. But these are things that are
specific to me and will be different for everyone who reflects
on their time at Wenonah, which is why that reflection
didn't seem right either...but Because of Camp, all of us past, present and future staff - are intrinsically linked.
And so here is my final reflection: Because of Camp, simply,
we are better. I am better.
Liz (Mossington) McClounie
Liz is a professional Sign Language Interpreter and
continues as an Associate Director at Wenonah.
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I largely believe that if you don’t dream you can’t accomplish;
that you’ll never find yourself at the end of a trail if you
don’t have the foresight to lay the pathway and take the first
steps. As such, I start each calendar year by writing down
my goals, both personal and professional, for the next twelve
months. In doing so, I have come to realize that you can’t
efficiently move forward without reflecting on where you
have been, for footsteps taken in the past largely shape who
we are in the present.

Daily, Camp is in my personality, my intentions, my triumphs,
my beliefs, my failures and my actions. And whenever I look
forward, I look back…. And I find myself thinking/ saying
those three words often…. BECAUSE OF CAMP…
Dr. Mary Grant
Mary is a Diagnostic Radiologist at the McMaster
University Hospital.

In my office, where these goals transpire, sits my picture of
the swim dock. The back of the photo reads “Camp
Wenonah, June 28, 1997, The first, first day of Summer
Camp….” This photo often reminds me that who I am today
is substantially BECAUSE OF CAMP.
Through being exposed to nature at such a young age, via
folks who shared a common appreciation for, and respect
of, the sun, earth, water and wildlife, I find myself an adult
who sees beauty in our natural world, who takes refuge and
finds enjoyment in the outdoors, and one who works to
preserve our natural resources. By being challenged to
engage in new activities through PICS, cabin choice, section
games etc.., in a forum which supported success, I find
myself to be an individual with a strong sense of self-efficacy,
who enjoys a new challenge. In being provided with a safe
environment in which to fail and having been encouraged
by counsellors, instructors and area directors to not dwell
on, but rather learn from, my mistakes, I find myself a being
that is not afraid to step into the unknown for fear of failure.
By having shared a cabin with multiple individuals, who
have different ideas of the norms of living, I find myself to
be a person who is respectful of other’s space and who is
acceptant of the various living situations/ choices of others.
Through our daily dealings at Camp, which place NO
weight/ emphasis on class, race, religion, sexual orientation,
name brands etc… I find myself to be someone who looks
at the heart and soul of others, not their exterior, monetary
situation, job, education or relationships. By having had the
opportunity to live away from home, believing that you often
don’t appreciate things/ others until they are no longer
around, I find myself to be an individual with an appreciation
for the roles that my mother, father and brother play in my
life and one who has a strong sense of family values. By
being provided with the occasion to counsel younger
campers, I feel I am an aunt who is better prepared to help
my niece and nephew navigate through the thick and thin
of their various stages of life. By having had the opportunity
to direct the sailing program at Camp, and experiment with
different teaching methods and instruction strategies, I find
myself to be an efficient mentor/ teacher to those who follow
behind me in the field of medicine. Lastly, by having met
so many different people throughout my years at Camp, I
find myself to be a physician who relates to folks from all
walks of life, carrying different baggage, life experiences,
values and beliefs.
I sit here writing this today, having not set foot on the
grounds of Camp Wenonah, my home-away-from-home,
for over a year now. Despite this, I truly believe that I carry
Camp in my heart, soul and mind.
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I came to Summer Camp pretty late in the game. I was 15
years old when I attended sleepover Camp for the very first
time here at Wenonah. I came up for a fall “reunion
weekend” to see if I would like it. (It was an introduction
weekend for me, but it was a reunion for all the other
campers there, who appeared to have known each other
forever.) I had never seen that many people so happy and
excited to see each other. They were even excited to see
me, and I had never met any of them before.
About 10 minutes after coming into Camp past the big
green Camp Wenonah sign, I remember turning to my dad
and stating with great conviction: “I want to work here.” I
spent the rest of that chilly fall evening sitting in the lodge
after opening campfire quizzing my counsellor for the
weekend – one Liz Mossington – about what I had to do to
work at Camp Wenonah. Every once in a while, you look
back and think about conversations that changed your life.
That one made a pretty big difference to me.
I did the Polaris program the next summer, then WCIT, and
then worked on staff during the seven summers after that.
For that decade, Camp was my favourite place in the world
to be. It was the place I became the best version of myself,
the place I appreciated others most, and because I believe
so strongly in what we do at Camp, it became something
like my spiritual home, too. Things at Camp just seemed to
make sense. As I watched and listened, it seemed like as
much fun as songs in the dining hall, canoe trips, and
campfires were, there was something else at work here that
brought people together in a way I had never seen before.
People became the best of friends who would never be
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friends at school, or who would never even have met each
other because they lived in different neighbourhoods, cities,
countries or continents. Counsellors in their 20s caught
salamanders with 8-year-olds, and the girls portaged canoes
right alongside the boys. And everyone cared about everyone else. A high-five and a warm hug were never far away.
Camp friendships are somehow different than “normal”
friendships. It seems like sometimes in “real life” we end up
with a lot of friendships that are a mile wide and an inch
deep. Camp friendships are the opposite; they are an inch
wide and a mile deep. We are only with each other for a
week or two weeks or a month or two each year, and we
may not see each other for months or even years at a time.
But when we do see each other again, we are met with the
same smiles, hugs and warm welcomes that we were met
with the first time we came into Camp past the big green
Camp Wenonah sign.
We have all been a part of something very special here. I
am grateful every day for the opportunities Camp has given
me, and the lessons it has taught me. I am grateful for the
campers, counsellors and dear friends I have shared Camp
memories with, and for how much of a difference they
have made to my life. I am grateful that coming back to
Camp still feels like coming home.
Pam Sidey
Pam is an Associate, Litigation, with Norton Rose Canada LLP.

Place, no Upper Deck, no Tennis Courts, and no Leadership
Village. The swim docks were quite a bit smaller, things like
the archery range and Health Centre were half the size they
are now, and the Stockade was actually a Stockade. Camp
may have been a lot smaller then, but the impact Camp
made on me over the years was, and still continues to be,
long lasting.
One of my favourite Camp memories is when I was a
Polaris participant in July, 2005. That summer, the group of
about 30 of us, split up into small groups, and went out to
Algonquin Park for the first Algonquin trips ever. That canoe
trip challenged me in a way that never thought being at
Camp ever could. I remember being physically and mentally
exhausted in the middle of a portage, but being encouraged
to finish by others. After struggling to the finish, I also
remember being overwhelmed by the feeling of relief when
we made it to the end. Looking back, that particular
portage was a keystone moment in my own personal
growth. Polaris taught me the importance of leadership,
decision making, personal choices, and their application
and consequences not just within Camp but to other
greater communities as well.
As a result of the strong leadership of the many people at
Camp, I, and many others, have matured and developed
with the principles that Camp embodies; a commitment to
ourselves, the greater community, and the natural world.
Jeff Blair
Jeff completed his Honours Double Major BA in Political
Science and Canadian Studies from York University in
2011 and recently returned from travelling in Nepal.

So many things make Camp special. For me, two things
stand out above the rest; how accepting it is and the skills
you learn while there. Campers and staff come from very
different lives and arrive at Camp knowing that no matter
how long they have been away or what is going on in their
lives, people at Camp are there for support. Working
outside of Camp, I quickly became aware of how lucky I
was to have experienced Camp and the support system that
exists there. I cannot stress enough how special Camp is for
this reason. You may not always get along with all of your
employers or coworkers, but at Camp, they are always
willing to lend an ear or give you a hand.

I first came to Camp in 1999. I was 10 years old. Since
then, and for as long as I can remember, Camp has been
the most memorable part of every summer. The site was
quite different back then. There was no Driftwood or Barb’s

Working outside of Camp has also made me more aware of
the skills that I learned there as a camper and staff member.
The ability to work as a team, the importance of listening to
everyone's opinion and insight, the pat on the back or
constructive criticism received after completing a task, and
the patience knowing people will accomplish goals in time
are all skills that I can tie to a certain memory at Camp.
They make Camp special in that they become second
nature to you after spending time at Camp and help to
make Camp such a fun place! I have applied these skills to
both my personal and professional life and am better for it.
Jesse Sit
Jesse is a Commercial Pilot.
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Camp has given me, among so many other things, the
confidence to travel the world and the opportunity to have
Camp support in both tangible and intangible ways while I
do. Because of Camp I know that I have a group of people
who love and support me in my quests and adventures,
both close to home and around the world, and who are
ready to welcome me home with open arms on the shores
of Clear Lake.
Julia Stephenson
Julia is currently completing her Masters of Public Health
at Simon Fraser University.

Because of Camp, there exists a constant, reliable, positive
presence in my life. Since my time at Wenonah began in
the summer of 2001, I've lived in five different cities, in
nine different apartments, worked 10 different jobs, and
graduated from two different universities. But despite the
fact that Wenonah is always changing (new staff, new
campers, new buildings, new programs), it is always present
as both a place and an idea that maintain a consistent,
comforting, and overwhelmingly good influence in my life.
Nothing I've ever done has affected me as profoundly or
positively as the people I've met or the things I've
accomplished through Camp. I'll always be grateful for the
friends I've met, stronger for the challenges I've overcome,
and happier for the memories I've made at Wenonah.
Dan Harrison
Dan is a Mechanical Engineer at Kangaroo Design &
Innovation.

I'll be thinking of you from Darwin, Australia with my
reflection on Camp written looking out over the ocean in
Airlie Beach...
I went to Camp for many years before I became a “Camp
person” before my self-description included Camp.
Somewhere along the line (I think during my transition to
staff) I found that what I'd been a part of in my summers had
shaped me and become something that I truly cherished, a
real part of me.
Camp has given me more than confidence, more than a
place to be myself and to succeed at real things by being
myself; it has also given me experiences, challenges,
adventure and support around the world. I have had the
opportunity be involved in summer Camp in Turkey; to see
how Camp can, universally, give people a new environment
in which to find support, confidence and friendship. Through
this experience I also learned how special Wenonah is
(both in the international Camp community and to me).
Having the opportunity to visit Lady Somers and to see
Alanna in her Aki shirt in the Somers paper, to see all the
Wenonah Camp connections in Melbourne, to travel with a
long time Camp friend, and to be hosted by my former
counsellor on the other side of the world instilled in me just
how far Wenonah's embrace reaches.
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It’s easy to say how much fun Camp is. You make great
friends, try new things and get to be outdoors all Summer –
and don’t have to worry about cooking, but it’s not until
you look back that you realize how much Camp shapes the
person that you become. Looking at my friends, I start to
see patterns on what environment they were raised in and
what type of personality they have. I have lived in the city
for my entire life and can thankfully say that I am not a
“city” girl. What a narrow scope of the world that would
be. There is so much more to life, a big world out there and
Camp helps you to build a foundation for life skills that can
be applied anywhere (who ever thought learning to read a
map on trip would ever lead to backpacking around
Europe). It also helps you find your own identity, your
strengths, weaknesses – all in a safe environment where
you don’t have to be worried about being judged, a rare
commodity these days.
For the most part I have noticed that people who have been
to Camp (especially those who have worked at Camp) can
handle just about anything, they are able to roll with it.
They are the creative problem solvers of groups, self-reliant,
get things done properly, know how to have fun and most
importantly – they are competent. It may seem like such a
small thing but common sense has become uncommon.
I can honestly say that I count my friends that I made at
Camp among some of my closest. I may not see some of
them as often as I would like, but whenever we do meet up
we can pick-up where we left off and most of them have
insight into my personality that others just don’t have.
Camp brings down the social barriers that most of us hide
behind, building strong relationships in weeks (even a 2-day
canoe trip) that would
otherwise take months
or years to build
elsewhere.
I can honestly say that
Camp shapes you into
a better version of
yourself and I don’t
think I would be the
person I am without it.
Christina Donelan
Christina is a Graphic
Design Artist based in
Toronto.
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Because of Camp I have a Camp family; I met my husband
through Camp and he still works at a Camp. My oldest son
at three could lead the entire Saints Medley and my
youngest son is a master at smiling at the Camp cooks to
award him a giant chocolate chip cookie at any time of the
day.

Camp played a huge role in my decision to become a
teacher – which didn’t come until after I worked at Wenonah
in 1997. My love of the outdoors was confirmed at Camp
as well as my discovery that I liked working with young
people. I quickly began an outdoor program at the school,
which I grew and evolved over the eight years I worked
there. I still run the overnight trips for the school – working
with the person who took over my teaching job. Last year
we (Rolling Earth Centre) started working with a new
school, which was exciting. The teaching job (Stratford Hall
IB school) – helped me to start my own business – Rolling
Earth Centre -which started with running day camps and
now includes a 6 acre site – which runs farm camps, Duke
of Edinburgh trips, and hosts retreats for families, university
classes, non-profits, etc.
The two biggest choices that affected where I am today –
living in a beautiful forested wilderness almost able to see
the Pacific Ocean, with a small retreat centre, lots of food
growing, a creek running through the property….was going
to work at Camp and moving out to BC.
Camp helped me develop confidence, a sense of humour,
responsibility and a passion for music. When I first started
working at Camp I regained a youthfulness that was slipping
away. Music and the natural world are two of my biggest
passions both of which were ever present at Camp. Music
was everywhere – campfires, put a cabin to sleep songs,
character songs during Spring Camp and just plain old
hanging out songs. Camp was the first healthy (non family)
community I lived in – and helped to create my ideas of
community and the importance of community. This was
taken to my teaching job – the use of camps to build the
school community as well as to my personal life of working
towards a stronger sense of community.
Camp is important for a child because it helps to develop
healthy relationships with people, the natural world, and
our self. We can learn to take life less seriously and at the
same time realize how valuable it is. We can learn how to
have fun even when we don’t win. Camp challenges us
and develops a more social-minded person. Camp teaches
the power of dreaming and the importance of music. Camp
provides a healthy place to learn how to get along with
each other. Camp gives us a different perspective of the
world that we lose, the more urban and technological we
become.
Brett Heneke
Brett and his wife Joah operate Rolling Earth Farm and
Retreat in Roberts Creek, British Columbia

Because of Camp there are wordles on my blackboard to
start each school day in the fall. Because of Camp we do
Never Can Tells in the gym while we wait for slow pokes to
change out of gym clothes and two minute mysteries in the
line up to go outside. Because of Camp we play initiative
games that build a class community, make friendship
bracelets every June and play groovy games in the
schoolyard all through the year. Because of Camp my
class goes to Camp twice every year (three times this year!)
and I get to see their smiles, listen to their laughter and
watch them PLAY and be kids running around in the
outdoors free of technology, loving every minute and
talking about it for the rest of the year.
Because of Camp I still sing Camp songs, love to listen to a
story around the campfire, and even get excited at the first
sighting of a black fly and the annoying buzz of a mosquito
as I am trying to fall asleep. Because of Camp I still eat my
meals in record time and long for the days when I can have
rest hour. Because of Camp I can happily share a room the
size of a closet, head down for polar bear swim every
morning at the cottage and can memorize my new student
names by first recess each September. Because of Camp I
can smile with a friend or acquaintance like we were staff
together just last year (happened last week actually!) and
can’t wait to open Christmas cards and emails each
December. Because of Camp I know that you as Camp
staff will make a difference to hundreds of children this
summer just by being you and loving what you do.
Karen (McGrath) Fortin
Karen is a teacher with the Kawartha Pine Ridge District
School Board.

One of the most distinct memories from Camp is when
Geoff Knott decided to create a Mystery magical tour of the
Camp site, as an evening optional program. He would stop
at any given place around Camp and right away he would
start giving a full length explanation of what had happened
on that place, or about the invaluable piece that represented
any ordinary object such as a branch, a stone, by linking it
to his creative story.
Right there, on the spot he would create a fantastical story
full of random imaginary ideas that kept the "tourist campers"
completely amazed and believing a good amount of the
stories Geoff would tell.
The most amazing thing, is that every tour was different,
there was no end to his comical, satirical, unbelievable
imaginative stories. That was when I realized Camp could
be anything you believed it to be.
Dann Macias
Dann, originally from Mexico, is the Founder of Camp
Europe and Campamentos en Canada.
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Because of Camp a child knows that there are people who
care. Because of Camp children learn that differences and
talents are celebrated. Because of Camp a boy overcomes
his fear of the water and a girl hits a bull’s eye after two
weeks of practicing and encouragement. Because of Camp
the unknown becomes familiar, uncertainty is replaced
by confidence, and the impossible is attained.
Because of Camp a child gets a break from a parent and
discovers her strength. Because of Camp a child takes
important steps to becoming and expressing the unique
person he is. Because of Camp a child will have something
to look forward to each summer. Because of Camp a child
will have wild stories to share when school starts again.
Because of Camp staff members know how to lead.
Because of Camp staff learn to meet challenges head on.
Because of Camp staff are interdependent and value the
experience of working together for a broader vision and a
common goal. Because of Camp, Camp will become
another home.
Linda Bolton
Linda is a Policy Analyst for the Nova Scotia Department
of Labour and Advanced Education.

Without a doubt, the world would be a better place if more
people attended Camp.
Ken Waddell
Ken is the Principal at V K Greer Memorial Public School
in Muskoka.

I believe it is the encouragement and support of staff and
campers that makes Camp Wenonah special. Time and
again, I have experienced and seen challenges met and
overcome by the community of people being there for each
other. Whether it is celebrating the little successes or the big
win in Wenonah Games, everyone achieves something.
The drive to have fun and enjoy Camp is infectious. I can't
think of a time at Wenonah when someone wasn't laughing,
smiling or having a great time with friends. Maybe it's the
attention to detail, but it is most likely the passion for Camp
of everyone on site.
Although Wenonah has a great site and a beautiful lodge, it
definitely comes down to the people that make the place
come alive. I'm sure the thunderous sounds of the 14 past
summers are still echoing across Clear Lake and beyond.

Not a day goes by that I don’t think of my time at Camp.
It can be a familiar sight, a familiar smell, a song, a lesson,
a friend or a moment in time. Camp is an integral part of
who I am and I wouldn’t have it any other way.

Denis Giles
Denis is the Program Manager, YMCA of Chatham-Kent.

One of the most significant parts of Camp that have created
such a powerful impact on me is the strong community.
Rarely do we ever have the opportunity to be a part of such
a connected and committed collection of people gathered
together with a common goal on their minds and in their
hearts. I truly felt as though we could change the world
with the many different staff and campers who gathered
together at Camp. Anything was possible in the summer.
It didn’t take a lot of money or sophistication to pull off
remarkable events and create the magic of Camp that
would have children believing that they were living a
movie or paddling in the Olympics. Anything could happen
and nothing would stand in our way.
One of the most significant lessons from Camp that I have
learned and continue to learn from is about giving. I have
had the privilege of working with countless staff and
campers at a number of different camps and everyone, to
the person, selflessly gave of themselves to create an
experience for all. If a young camper needed some
consoling to fight off the homesickness monsters, if another
camper needed a listening ear or if another wanted to
spend a little extra time practicing their J-stroke, someone
was there. No matter what was going on or how many
things needed to be done, there was always someone there
willing to give of their time, their energy and their attention.
You were never alone, never left out or never having to do
without, while you were at Camp.
These moments, these lessons, these experiences are what
continue to shape me today. In my life with my family as a
father, a spouse and a friend, and in my career in education
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working with children as a leader and a learner, I am always
thinking about Camp and giving to others, helping to create
a feeling that anything is possible and that together we can
change the world and make it a better place.

Aside from Camp itself, looking forward to Camp was
always the best part of my year. Without a doubt, my
favourite part of those months of waiting was always the
last fifteen minutes of the drive down the Camp road. The
excitement as we turned off Highway #118, the anticipation
and nervousness as the pavement gave way to gravel road,
and the overwhelming feeling that I was finally back where
I belong as the “Welcome to Camp Wenonah” sign came
into view.
Camp is home for me; a safe haven where I was free to be
my oddball, silly self. At Camp I could let loose - sing at the
top of my lungs, play a
game of dinner-time
blindfolded Popsicle grab,
or dress up and create
wacky, improbable
characters. Camp gave me
a place that celebrated
and encouraged my
quirkiness, and for that I
will be forever grateful.
Laura Nickerson
Laura is a Certified
Human Resource
Professional working
with Knightsbridge
Robertson Surrette in
Halifax, Nova Scotia.
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Last year, I was
interviewed by Our
Kids Go to Camp
magazine. They were
putting together a
series of profiles of
people whose lives
have been positively
affected by Camp. I
felt extremely
honoured to take
part, and while I was excited to be interviewed, I was also
pretty nervous. As a journalist, I’ve conducted many
interviews, but never once have been the subject of one. I
was told it would last an hour, so I made a cup of coffee, got
comfortable on the couch, and waited for the phone to ring.
Things started off fairly smoothly.
“How many years did you go to Camp?”
I counted, using my fingers. 17.
“Were you ever homesick?”
Nope.
“Do you miss it?”
Thankfully I don’t have to. I still feel very welcome at Camp
and involved within the community.
I was starting to feel pretty good about the interview. I was
a natural! Then - a curveball.
“Do you have a favourite Camp memory?”
I paused, not quite knowing how to process the question.
The pause lasted longer than I knew it should. It had
become an uncomfortable silence.
“Hello?”
I was being rushed now. My heart started racing. Before I
could stop myself, I committed the cardinal interviewee sin.
“Have you ever been to Camp?” I asked.
Never, ever, turn the tables on your interviewer. They’ll
never forgive you.
The poor woman admitted she had not - which I found
quite ironic.
I tried to figure out how I could kindly explain her question
was bogus.
For those of us who have grown up at Camp and still
proudly self-identify as “campers,” there really is no way to
single out a favourite memory. Camp begins as a place you
visit once a year, but slowly begins to permeate all facets of
your life, until finally you can’t draw a distinction between
what is, and is not Camp. In early summers at Camp I
discovered that I could walk tall in the dark, and raise my
voice in a crowd; lessons that continue to serve me well in
both my personal and professional life. My Camp friends
started as cabin mates, quickly became pen pals, then
housemates, and are now my oldest and dearest friends.
Camp is where my brother and I actually became friends.

Sure, I have vivid memories of morning swims, final campfires
and hikes up Maple Mountain. But Camp has also taken
me on international adventures and to teary wedding
ceremonies. Camp is where I fell in love. It’s the place I first
felt accepted, and continues to offer me a sense of community
and belonging in nearly every country and every city I move
to. Camp is where I gained the confidence to be who I
have become. It’s something I can’t wait to share with my
kids.
Tanya Springer
Tanya is the Interview Producer with George
Stroumboulopoulos Tonight and a Freelance Journalist.

As everyone who knows me will know, Camp has been
and still is a huge influence on many aspects of my life.
However, it is not often that I am fully able to express
exactly the impact it has had, even to those Camp friends
who have known me a very long time. This is in no doubt
partly due to who I am as a person, as I often keep things to
myself and rarely express my feelings to others. But it is
equally due to the fact that quite simply, words cannot
explain the true impact that Camp has had on my life. And
I'm sure that I'm not the only one who thinks so.
Being my first summer away from Camp, there have been
many moments that just feel empty. I often find myself
thinking about the endless number of things that I miss
about Camp. Not being able to walk up the boys line
towards the lodge for an early breakfast, catching a glimpse
of the sun as you pass by the swim docks on your way. Not
being able to always regret walking up Driftwood hill. Not
being able to hear the rumbling and rattling of the Gator
from 2 kilometres away. Not being able to hear the sound
of rain tapping on the roof of the cabin or tabin. Not being
able to sing along to sing-a-long lunch songs that you've
heard way too many times, but you just don't care. Not
being able to be part of the insane amount of noise in the
lodge during Wenonah Games. Not being able to catch the
sunset as you walk by the beach after a long day. But most
of all, not being able to feel that every day, you are a part of
something bigger than yourself.
Camp is a rare place where everyone shares a common
experience. We all come from different walks of life, with
many different past experiences and obstacles we have
overcome. But Camp is the place where none of that matters.
Camp unites us all onto the same team, and allows everyone
to learn from everyone else. I cannot count the times I have
learnt something new from Camp, and often times, it came
from someone I would not expect. But that's what makes
Camp great; everyone has something to give. And everyone
is willing to give.
Chris “Gary” Williamson
Chris has his BA in Communication Studies from Sir
Wilfred Laurier University and a post-graduate diploma in
Sport and Event Marketing from George Brown College.
Chris is returning to Wenonah in 2012 as an Assistant
Director.
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THE 2011 WENONAH STAFF TEAM

I

It seems like every year we say, “This is one of the best staff teams we’ve ever had!” and we always mean it.
Our staff team does such a great job of making every moment magical for all those who join us at Camp.
A huge majority of our staff group return to Camp each year. In 2011, over 95% of our staff team had been at Camp
before and/or had graduated from our WCIT leadership program.
Each staff member has a deep commitment to the Wenonah experience, and works so hard to provide each camper,
student, and visitor a positive and wholesome experience.
The staff listed below worked during our 2011 season with one or more of our programs, including Camp Wenonah,
The Camp Wenonah Centre For Outdoor Education, and Women’s Weekends.

16 YEARS ON STAFF
Jeff Bradshaw
Renata Bradshaw

14 YEARS ON STAFF
Simon Wells
Liz McClounie

13 YEARS ON STAFF
Jason Monteith

5 YEAR
STAFF AWARDS

Original stained glass pieces,
depicting the blue lake and rocky
shore so symbolic of life at
Summer Camp, are created
individually by artist Linda Bennett
and presented to our 5 Year Staff.

9 YEARS ON STAFF

Allison Bennett
Greg Brown
Janette Downie
Christy Faulds
Miriam Heavenrich
Brad Laidlaw
Christy Meagher
James Parry
Raul Ramirez
Daniel Sadler
Paul Sirek
Geoffrey “Rudy” Williamson

8 YEARS ON STAFF

4 YEARS ON STAFF

12 YEARS ON STAFF
Caron Brick
Barb Janicek

Anthony “Bootsie” Best
Jon Bradshaw
Matt Burke
Maia Bradshaw
Mike Stewart

Andrew Cohrs
Oliver Gatalo
Matt Jackson
Colin Knott
Tanya Springer

7 YEARS ON STAFF
Linda Bolton
Josh Bradshaw
Justin Deyell
Cameron Rowlands

6 YEARS ON STAFF
Marleigh Austin
Mieke Barette
Laura Faulds
Stephen LeMesurier
Andrea Mager
Sam Perlmutter
Veronika Pienkowski
Julia Stephenson
Christopher Williamson

Charlotte Aicklen
Jeff Blair
Niki Edwards
Vicky Fenwick-Sehl
Natalie Fox
Cameron Gal
Dr. Mary Grant
Paige Homme
Fraser McOuat
Rory Poole
Celia Saunders
Shannon Senyk
Ellen Shantz
Brittany Shelly
Kevin Smith
David Tillmann
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3 YEARS ON STAFF
Rianne Barette
Sarah Burke
Sarah Cattoir
Julie Gass
Olivia King
Jacqueline McCormick
Jack Nenniger
Roc Pelton
Jake Read
Andrea Robinson
Colin Sanders
Lizzie Sarjeant
Thomas “Red” Schenck
Toby Sirek
Bronwen Tucker

2 YEARS ON STAFF
Dominic Faoro
Ryan Gardner
Aaron Goodbaum
Trevor Harrison
Alex Huras
Laura Indingaro
Amit Kadan
Jessica McCutcheon
Brendan Meagher
Frederique Mercier-Linteau
Kelly Mueller
Catherine Parry
John Ramsay
Erin Roach
Derek Smith
Stephanie Stevens
Stephanie Sutcliffe
Joseph Taylor
Jack Tillmann

1 YEAR ON STAFF

Stu Alexander
Eric Caprio
Tobey Chen
Jackie Clark
Katie Gibson
Luis Fernando Gomez de la Maza
Ellen Fitzpatrick
Paloma Gonzalez Silla
Ryan Ivy
Katie Jagodkin
Monika Low
Hannah Manders
Zac Matthews
Gavin McGuire
Jared Perlmutter
David Peterson
Brian Rowlands
Max Saunders
Alanna Sulz
Leanne Warnett

PERIOD FIVE &
WEEnonah
WCITs

Each year, a number of our
Summer Camp WCITs join
us to offer leadership with
our Period Five &
WEEnonah introductory
programs at the end of
August. Special thanks to:
Hannah Best
Will Bradbeer
David Carbonaro
Emma Coverdale
Sage Cryderman
Olivia Flavelle
Dawson Geldart
Devante Goulbourne
Alex Keillor
Adam Loveland
Andrew Loveland
Rebecca Malcolmson
Clare McClung
Amanda Schutz
Ally Soule
Graham Steele
Melanie Stevens
Mike Tillmann
Ben Waite
Cam Williamson
Sara Wollschlaeger
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NURSES

Most parents will tell you that the most important
things for their children to have at Camp are fun
and safety. Thanks to each of our nurses for
keeping us all happy and healthy.

11 YEARS

6 YEARS

10 YEARS

5 YEARS

Ann Marie Jewiss

A great friend of Wenonah,
Ted Tiemessen, creates an
original stained glass piece
with the Wenonah logo for
our 10 Year Staff recipients.
Louise Pope-Rhoden

8 YEARS

Sue Berlinguette

7 YEARS
Jane Guolo

Anne Patrick

Alanna Harrison
Barb Hoeve

4 YEARS

Lisa Baker
Gwen Neizer
Nancy Vandenbergh

3 YEARS

Doreen Sauve

1 YEAR

Joanna Walenius
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Main Camp Office
3584 Commerce Court
Burlington, Ontario L7N 3L7
Phone: (905) 631-2849
Fax:
(905) 631-2850
E-Mail: info@campwenonah.com
Website: www.campwenonah.com

Please return undeliverable Canadian addresses to:

